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Clinton And Dole To Debate In Hartford
Presidential Debate Preempts Previously Scheduled Vice-Presidential Debate
BY IAN LANG

News Editor

The recent decision by the
negotiators for President
Clinton and Bob Dole, to rearrange the debate schedule
should prove to be," a major
victory for the city of Hartford,
Trinity College, and everyone
associated with the debate,"
states Linda Campartella, Vice
President for Marketing and
Public Relations here at Trinity.
Instead of hosting the VicePresidential debate, on October
2 as was originally scheduled,
Hartford will instead host the
first Presidential debate, October 6 at the Hartford Civic Center. Following the debate in
Hartford there will be a VicePresidential debate October 9 in
St. Petersburg, and another
Presidential Debate in San Diego on October 16.
Trinity has been involved
with the effort to bring the debate to Hartford since its begin-

taken many projects in an effort
to increase voter awareness and
make the debate more successful. Trinity has tried to be financially helpful whenever
possible, and has also sent out
representatives to High Schools
and Colleges around the area in
an effort to increase voter registration. Also, the college will
have a live simulcast of the debate showing in Austin Arts

and the lone Educational Sponsor for the debate. Leading up
to the debate Trinity has under-

cantly from the change in the
debate schedule. According to
Campanella, statistics show

Senator Bob Dole

President Bill Clinton

that viewership for the debate have stayed on the Trinity Cam- organizers of the debate invesshould increase significantly pus, this is no longer feasible tigated the possibility of: using
due to the fact that not only is it due to the increased space Trinity as a contingency sight,
now a Presidential debate in- needed for the Presidential De- just in case the Civic Center was
stead of a Vice-Presidential de- bate. " There was some thought booked on the rescheduled date,
bate, but also because it is the that Vice-President Gore would however this is not going to be
first debate of this Presidential stay at the Smith House, but necessary," stated Campanella.
Campaign. A fact which should now that it is President Clinton
Given the limited number of
allow Trinity to increase its coming and not Gore, there is no tickets available for the debate,
name recognition, and also po- way. We just don't have the only a handful of Trinity stutentially attract some promi- space needed to handle the size dents will be able to attend it in
nent political figures to the of the Clinton entourage," said person. In order to decide
campus over the next few President Dobelle
•which students will attend the
Cplk j }iap instituted a lottery
in ofc efto&strf&'&tethe tickets.
Though there had been some *
speculation that one of the can- come the host of the debate, "Af- In addition there will be numerdidates from the debate might ter the debate switch the ous volunteer opportunities.

Dobelle Changes Senior Team
Jim Mullen's promotion from torney who has served in the
Vice-President for Government Connecticut State Senate since
News Editor
Relations and Strategic Plan- 1987. He will be assuming the
ning to Vice-President for Stu- position of Vice-President for
Over the summer, Trinity dent Life. "What I hope and Community and Institutional
College President Evan S. expect to accomplish withjim's Affairs.
Dobelle has been busy shuf- help is the creation of a more • Dobelle is concerned that
fling his administrative team. integrated student life experi- Trinity is perceived to be in a
The result has been new people ence at Trinity," said Dobelle in dangerous neighborhood. This
in some key positions here at a press release to the faculty an- perception then becomes a dethe college.
nouncing these changes. terrent for prospective students.
"I think it is very important if Mullen was partly responsible "This has clearly been an obwe are going to take Trinity to for the ambitious neighborhood stacle to students applying to
the next level, which is a maxi- initiative undertaken by the Trinity which must be
changed," said Dobelle.
mum preeminent liberal arts school last year.
In his new position, he will Sullivan will also be making
college, that we need a staff and
administration to complement oversee all student-related ac- opportunities available to stuthe faculty," said Dobelle in a tivities and departments, in- dents and faculty to participate
recent interview with the Tri- cluding working with the Dean in community outreach activipod. He is concerned with mov- of Students and his staff and ties.
Another Trinity alumnus,
ing the focus of his "senior team" with the Mather Campus Cenfrom admissions and neighbor- ter staff. "I want him to create a Scott Reynolds '63, joins the sehood development to an inter- cultural and intellectual life nior team as Assistant to the
nal review of the college. "From here that's exciting but isn't President. He will be replacing
Dobelle's long-time executive
talking with the students, I get overreaching," said Dobelle.
Taking up the neighborhood assistant, Stephanie Galinson,
the feeling they do not feel ultimately celebrated outside the intiative where Mullen left off who has just given birth and
will be Trinity alumnus Kevin decided to move to California.
school," he said.
see DOBELLE on page 8,..
Among Dobelle's changes is Sullivan 71. Sullivan is an atBY ERNESTO C. ANGUILLA

Weekend Review

lacul'ty in a very relaxed-atmosphere. "I am enjoying the pro'.. News Writer
grams and th'e faculty
discussions immensely," comThis weekend Trinity, Col- mented Steve Garypie, one of
lege conducted annual .meet- the visiting parents,'"This has
ing of "Parents' Weekend," a been a good opportunity to
time where the school invites see the 'college animal' in its
the students of all current natural habitat"
Trinity students to parade the
One freshman parent ^as
college'squalicies and features.. "struck by how well adjusted
This yeai^ .the meeting was and feappy the students ap~
coupled with the Volunteer •' peared to be..* Many parents'
Leadership Conference which; also commented on the mete- •
added a plethora of alumni to - morphosis of their child from
the campus'. , - the hesitant individual they
The response from many, dropped off. to the confident
parents was overwhelmingly "college student" they found
supportive of this year's activi" ' upon their return. The large
ties., Generally, parents felt , amount of parental involvethat this was a well planned, - menx and participation also,
yet flexible event that allowed generated some interest, "Parthem to .spend sorrie "quality '. entsseemedtobelOOO%more.
time." with, their children-- Involved-then they were 25
Most'parentsfeit that the pro- :. years ago "said one father.
grams and the luncheons pro- ;• President Dobelle also' exvided art. opportunity to see < pressed a vtty positive re-:
the campus andget to meet the
see PARENTS an.page &.'.;.
BY JENNIFER AMTONIAZZI
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Joy On Hudson St.

iSfiiiiiiiij

To those of you unfortunate
enough to live on Trinity's camIn the past few years, there has been a lot of discussion about integrating the sur- pus:
We are writing in response to
rounding community into Trinity College. The question that seems even more presslast week's article "Hudson
ing, however, is what are we doing about our community, or lack thereof?
Street Housing Satisfies StuLast week there was a comment included in the Top Ten list that poked fun at a dents" because we feel the arcertain group of students on campus. This incident brought about a lot of discusticle didn't capture our absolute
sion and disagreement at The Tripod, but we eventually came to the conclusion that passion for Hudson Street Dorm.
First, we have to emphasize the
stereotypes never represent a group and that by including the ideas of a stereotype
in the newspaper.we are only furthering the stigma attached those generalizations. great location. It's SO conve-

Rebuilding The Community

come so much closer within the
shuttle's cozy parameters.
Squeezing sixteen people in a
shuttle built for ten has generated everlasting friendships.
We really appreciate the regimented lifestyle that the shuttle
service provides us. Our days
are so productive, especially
when spent wandering the
campus between classes and

This idea is not rtew to anyone, but it seems like it is frighteningly easy to forget.
Squeezing sixteen people in a shuttle built
We walk around in a cloud, judging our fellow students by the labels they possess.
"Black," "white," "rich," "poor," these are labels that everyone, everywhere uses daily.
for ten has generated everlasting
Students at Trinity College, although not immune to or unaware of these labels,
friendships.
seem to have created their own stereotypes. Definitions of certain greek organizations or social clubs differ, depending on who you are speaking to. Stereotypes connient being located at the hub before shuttles!
tinue these stigmas, but we as a student body do as well.
of Trinity's activity! As everyIn conclusion, we have to exWe may find certain stereotypes more offensive because we are a part of the parone knows, Trinity's social life press our gratitude to Trinity for
focuses on our dorm!
making us feel like a part of the
ticular group being teased or maybe our friends are, but when we have no contact
Let's face it: Hudson Street is college community. Regardless
with the members of another group being stereotyped, most of us are not so quick
to protest the rights of the accused. At a school the size of Trinity, we all recognize where it's at!! Second, you may of not being on campus, not reask why you never see a Hudson ceiving campus voice-mail, not
one another, and yet when we walk down the Long Walk, how many people do we Street resident on campus. Well, being in the college directory,
speak to? How many people do you recognize from class or from your dorm, but who would want to live with not being able to drink in our
you don't acknowledge? Why not? Why is it so difficult for us all to be civil to one
the rest of the college commu- own rooms as upper-classmen,
nity? Besides, we love shocking and not being inconvenienced
another?
We are all at fault because we still buy into the rules of an infantile social hierar- people with our cameo appear- AT ALL, we are completely satances on campus. The truth is, isfied with Hudson Street Houschy. If we stop relying on tired jokes and insults for one another, perhaps it will be
it's not necessary to be on cam- ing. On behalf of some
able to assimilate our community to the outside world...a more adult world. It is pus when ORL has provided us seriously satisfied Hudson
easy to ignore the problems and the stereotypes that we face on this campus, for with such a captivating alterna- Street residents, we'd like to
tive lifestyle; we have a pool thank The Tripod for so accusuch problems exist everywhere. Is it really an excuse, however, to continue the
rately representing our living
table, you know.
process?
situation.
In
addition,
the
shuttle
serJokes and negative comments do hurt people-individuals. Continuing negative
vice is so prompt and pleasant!
comments in this paper does not help the problem, but neither does ignoring everyWe've never waited in the rain Thank You,
one who does not fit into our own tiny social circles. It does not take a lot of time or for over a half-hour for a shuttle
effort to recognize each other and although it will not change the world, it will inthat never came. And we've beSatisfied
crease the sense of community around here. Perhaps "community," will come to be
more than just a buzz word for President Dobelle's expansion plans, but it will actually come to exist on this campus.

Thanks for the cash, folks!
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be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
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Party Conventions Still Alive
wisdom" for me where I learned,
on-site, the particular relevance
and utility of national nominating conventions.
In April, I was selected by a
member of the Political Science
department to represent Trinity
College in a two-week seminar
surrounding the Republican
National Convention. I was accepted into the Washington
Center's seminar entitled "Campaign '96: The National Conventions" as the only student
from Trinity College and from
the state of Connecticut. During
my very busy two weeks in San
Diego, I attended daily lectures
and panel speeches by distinguished political activists including David Gergen (former
member of the Bush administration), Steve Colo (member of

for presidential nominating
conventions in response to inaccurate media reporting.
The Republican and DemoTwo main functions of the
cratic National Conventions asnational conventions are presisembled within a week of one
dential candidate nomination
another, and members of the
and the passage of a party platmedia scrambled to stay on top
form. Although most states
of daily-developing, key politihave a primary system of nomical issues as they evolved.
nation in place, the national
Sadly, the national conventions
convention is where candidates
were rendered merely staged vifrom the major political parties
gnettes of pseudo-unification of
are formally announced. The
the political party by an espeparty platform is really the "tie
cially relentless media. The
that binds" the party together.
Daily Gazette explained, "The
Filled with philosophical and
Convention is a political dinostrategic notions, the party platsaur!" The News-Tribune
form is essentially the raison
sneered, "Conventions? Pre-red'etre of the party. Not surprishearsed throw-backs to an earingly, the Republican Platform
lier period." And the medial
'96 is prefaced with these goals:
cynicism oozed venomous vol"We meet to nominate a candiumes, particularly aimed at the
date and pass a platform at a
moment of a measureless national opportunity."
Sadly, the national conventions were
Furthermore, as stated by
rendered merely staged vignettes of
Eugene Alpert in his C-Span
article, "Conventional Wispseudo-unification...
dom...," conventions serve to
"...unify the party in anticipaRepublican party, filling news- the U.S. Secret Service), and tion of a heated general election
paper columns, and almost Mark Strama (director of Rock campaigning and to promote
threatening to brainwash an the Vote). In addition, I was as- the party's platform, philosootherwise uniformed public. In signed field work in the Pladbrm phy, and image to potential supmy perspective, it was a lack of Committee which enabled me porters." This aspect of party
thorough understanding and to gain access to Senator Dole's unification has particular imanalysis on their part which Campaign floor in the Hilton. It portance, as the national concaused them to trivialize the was here and in the San Diego ventions are truly the only
activities of the Convention.
Convention Center where I semblance of a working naBut do the Conventions really made the majority of my con- tional party coalition, which
serve a legitimate purpose? Is it, tacts. Delegates and members occurs only once every four
after all, safe to say that the late of the press were usually will- years.
nineteenth century replace- ing to divulge where the best
The conventions are thrilling
ment of the convention nomi- political gatherings would be events, filled with prominent
nation process with the taking place for that night, and speakers, spectacles, and music.
primary system invalidated the how to gain access.
But there are dozens of convenBY D A R I SYLVESTER

Opinion Writer

\/

tions? August 12-15 was a time
of concentrated "conventional

rience in San Diego, I submit to which are only apparent to the
the Trinity community support actual attendees. I will not forget the luncheon of state delegates meeting to discuss the
nature of small businesses and
the scope of Republican policy,
the convention of media personalities surrounding politicians everywhere they walked,
or the convention of certain
protestors huddled outside the
hall.
Perhaps most important to
potential candidates is the free
air time that they received for
their party, and for themselves.
A great number of-Americans
PAXTON PROVITERA '97
tuned in to hear the visionary,
optimistic words of Robert
"Classified SGA conDole, and undoubtedly, a,great
spiracy files. The real
many of those viewers had little
election results."
interest in the race prior to the
convention. In that way, the
convention serves as a kickoff
ad campaign for candidates
who are able to exercise a degree
of control over the images captured on t.v.
I will always cherish my exIRENE LAIRD '97
perience at the Republican National Convention as one of the
"My roomates. All of
most gratifying and assuring of
them."
my political experiences. Interestingly enough, in a city filled
with an estimated 50,000 visitors to the Convention, I ran into
several people who knew of,
and greatly respected Trinity
College. John McLaughlin, political media commentator, and
host of the "McLaughlin
TERRY JAMES '98
Group," and Robert Semonian,
a member of the Massachusetts
"Certain apparatus."
delegation, both praised our
alma mater and bastion of
higher education. What a small
world—it took a three thousand
mile hike across the country to
the Republican National Convention to feel like I was '"neath
the elms" once again.
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What's Wrong
by Jamie Evans
1 have never been an ardent supporter state of sober shock. We finally found a
of strict social order. Those who know place to stand. Soon we heard the most
rne might even suggest that I enjoy be- organized cheer of the entire evening. It
ing a ripple in the pool of rational behav- goes something like this "Yankee baseior. Yet, after my experience this week ball! Mets suck! Baltimore sucks! Boston
with organized and choreographed sucks! Bobby (Bonilla) sucks! Box seats
chaos, I am a changed man. You see I suck! Everybody sucks!" At this point it
went to a Yankees game. Not just any is apparently tradition to throw anygame, but the second half a double- thing available at the box seats next to
header and I sat in the bleachers. Never the bleachers. The ensuing melee created
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Hudson St. Responds
; To the Editor- . • - v ^ / ^ •;:.;!;. .A".
I am wilting in response to ydur article about the Hudson Street dorm; It
is NOT, as you would have your; read- • orslx others^
ers believe, satisfactory^ I fo#ie:arn :;'
totally unhappy and have tried fot
weeks to; be transferred out of this;; chose; tbst^ fe
place.; ThVfaet
•^^^sr^^m^ftfL
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...several fans were hog •tied and removed by the
security forces who werehelpless against this mass
of beer-throwing idiots.
in my life have 1 seen such absurd, depraved, and banal behavior so tightly
enclosed. The bleachers are reserved for
those who not only want to see the game,
they want to be part of the show. For
those of you fortunate enough to have
never experienced the life of a Yankee
Stadium bleecher fan, perhaps this short
explanation will help. As my friends and
I entered the stadium, through an entrance reserved exclusively for those
holding bleacher tickets, we and our bags
were summarily searched, fondled,
poked, and otherwise examined. Fortunately, we were wise to this scheme and
had hidden our booze quite cleverly in
our crotches and one friend's hair (Don't
ask who or how.). Fully stocked with liquor and beer, we climbed the ramp.
When we reached the top the scene suddenly took an unexpected and ugly turn.
The bleachers had been oversold. There
was barely room to stand. As we attempted to climb to the top and jockey
for position, a young woman came towards us, head down and heading for the
exit. I looked behind her and saw at least
a thousand drunken men yelling "Show
' yerT^&sPoveYand-over. Could this be?
This semi-organized mob of inebriated fans then turned their attention to
a friend of mine. Soon the chant of
s
"Unabomber! Unabomber!" could be
heard throughout the seats (the reference
was accurate, although unexpected).
Needless to say, we were all in a mild

such comotion that three fights broke
out and several fans were hog-tied and
removed by the security forces who were
helpless against this mass of beer-throwing idiots.
Realize that this all occurred before
the end of the second inning. As the
evening continued, the debauchery became so commonplace and 1 became so
engulfed in it that it actually took an air
of normalcy. Ifound myself behaving
like the mob. I yelled at the umps, encouraged those in the upper deck to
"Jump!", and imbibed beer and liquor
with my fellow fans. 1 was one of the
many. How did that happen?
"What is it that herds us into these
mobs? What is wrong with the average
man? This was not one fan acting like an
irrational lunatic. This was six-thousand
people participating as a collective unit.
Of course, we all do this all the time. We
are members of a larger unit spawned
from a social order, but it seems paradoxical that such total and complete disorder could manifest itself at the
ballpark. I am normally someone who
enjoys the absurd and revels in the un•expected*. tkit, my experience wtnH'ffie'sV
people caused me to lose a little faith in
my fellow man and in myself-. This was
only a game - a nine-inning show, what
happens when those passions ignite in
the street, in our streets? Will we be swallowed or will we overcome? I don't know
and 1 wonder if you do.
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Freshman Reflects on Minority Experience
seemed genuinely influenced by this hand, was not used to the oppositeprogram though and appeared to have mainly people like them who came from
Opinion Writer
been exposed to this type of activity for private schools that held only a handful
of students in their school. Some of them
the first time.
After sitting in a car for two hours, I
They spoke of how they came from probably had less people in their gradufinally made it to Trinity. All summer sheltered little communities where no ating class then I had on my track team.
long I had been waiting for this moment one really brought up the issue of toler- It was a new experience for me indeed.
. to arrive. Now that it had come, I felt a ance and discrimination. I was truly The way people always tell me when
little scared and confused. There were amazed at the lack of exposure they'd re- they have a Chinese or Asian friend back
people everywhere, moving their be- ceived on issues that are so very impor- home is always especially funny. I don't
longings into this brick building that tant. When I heard all these different know exactly how to respond to that.
was going to be our new home. .
comments and the different perspectives What exactly is it that I'm supposed to
I was finally free and on my own. of these students, it made me realize say? "Oh yeah, I have a white friend back
Somehow it wasn't as great as it was what an impact this one event had on home too. Now we can be friends becracked up to be. No one was around and them. 1 was glad that the school had been cause we're both so cool and hip...?"
1 missed my home town. I met my roommate and a lot of other people in my
dorm. From that point on, I was getting
...At just kills me when... one of the first things they tell
the hang of college life. So things rolled
me is that they know someone who's Chinese.
by for the next few days, and everything
was great.
During orientation, we had many ac- so responsible to put on such an activity.
It's one thing when I know someone
tivities planned out for us that were sup- It made me feel good to know that the and thejr talking about a friend of theirs
posed to be icebreakers. One of. these time had not been wasted and that it re- that happens to be Asian, and if they
activities was an awareness tape that ally had made a difference.
point that out, it's fine; but it just kills me
was played while the students sat in the
Whenever I told people that I was when I'm: just meeting someone and one
dark. The idea was that no one would be going to Trinity College they would al- of the first things they tell me is that they
able to see anyone else's reactions and ways ask me whether it was a know someone who's Chinese also. As if
this would allow everyone to confront WASP(White Anglo-Saxon Protestant) that's the most important thing for me
themselves on their own feelings to- school or a Catholic school. These were to know about them. I don't know if
wards a certain discrimination. After the just perceptions that they had of Trinity they're doing it to make themselves feel
play, we all met with our separate semi- as a whole. I didn't think much of it be- better, or if they just don't know any betnar groups to discuss what we'd just cause I'm an easy person to get along ter.
heard.
with and it doesn't bother me that the
Another thing that really amuses me
I was surprised to find out that some campus is very much a homogeneous is when I tell people that I'm taking a
students in my seminar had never had type of community. What surprised me Chinese class and they'll give me a little
such an activity take place in their was the fact that so many people had smile because they think I'm taking the
schools. To me, this was just an ordinary talked about how sheltered and unex- course for an easy grade. Hello?! Do you
thing. My high school had been very in- posed they were and expected me to be realize how much money each one of
volved in awareness programs of all understanding towards them; yet they these courses cost? Why on earth would
kinds, especially on racial issues, so this didn't seem to realize that I too was un- I do a thing like that? I'm here to learn
wasn't surprising at all. Other students exposed and sheltered. I, on the other and expand my knowledge, not for an
BY SHARON THOR

easy grade.
I'd have to say that one of my favorite
displays of naivite occurred a few days
ago when a group of new AASA(Asian
American Students Association) recruits
were walking together to the AASA
house because some of us didn't know
where it was. A bunch of students stared
at us and asked in a loud and obnoxious
tone about what was going on. We were
not that large of agroup to attract any
real attention, except for the fact that
most of us were Asian. That is not a legitimate excuse though because I. know
that 1, for one, don't go around asking
about what's going on whenever I see a
group of white students walking together. That's just plain rude.
This article represents the things I've
experienced here as an Asian-American
student during my first two weeks of
college. I realize that not everyone may
have experienced the same things I have,
but that's because they're not me. Many
people talk about not being able to imagine how it feels to be a minority student
where the majority of students are white.
That is mainly why I wrote this, to give
them a glimpse of the other side.
The next time you see an Asian student, or any minority student, remember that they don't neccessarily
represent their entire race, a majority of
their race, or even one single other person of their race. That's like saying that
all white people have the same outlook.
My advice to you on how to make everyone feel at home is to act normal and be
sensitive to everyone's feelings. If you offend someone unintentionally, just
apologize and chances are, everything
will be all right. '
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Conscious Minds
The new drinking rule requires that students who are drinking
outside have valid I.D. Is this step fair? necessary?
Should Trinity encourage abstinence or responsibility?

\

my belt, and every party I've worked, it's
bilities-of: this, situation. .If the school
the same thing: offer up beer and the kids
enforces thif rule of positive identifidrink it up like it's oxygen. The level of
icatipri, the students iwjtll either drink
responsibility taken by them is in the
; indoors, of, there will be a plethora of
negative numbers. If you can prove that
' fake identification',througHbut the
you won't deliberately try to put your' - ' • s c h o o l '::.'•• 7 * 7 ; - 7 - . : • ; • : : • • • • • - : : ' • • • ; • ' • ; • : * • • • « 7 . 7 . 7 7
self in an alcoholic coma every time they
;;7l£thej school then pursues;recqmV
roll out a keg, the administration might
::,, mending.the R^;and:RAUt#carefuliy
not have to keep dropping the hammer
>•• mqiiitor;and;prewnt indoor drinking,;
on you.
7;the;studentS: will then move off cam-;
As I said before, I'm a party monitor.
;:-pus to drink, *hi£h; then 'encourages;
It's not a fun job. It's not easy. In fact it's
;; druftkdrivihgorpuMicintqxication -*
::
thankless,
quite
grueling
and
is
slowly
7'b6thivjaUabre^6ffens6^:..'I]riiiltj; has
BY JEFF CROSS ' 9 8
BY HENRY HVVONC^OO
killing me. I scale how good a party is
•worked SQhard to create a positive reRespondent
& FRANKLIN HARDY
'00
by how little crowd control I have to do
7 lationship with the; city: of :Hartforcl,
Respondents
In Russia today they are called the at it, and the ratings are pretty low. I get
7 butwitH trie hewiD^polic^^ whicn'innomenclatura. This refers to the "list of to spend a long night in a raucously loud
7 Through themahy stories and tales. f luencej students to go of I carnpus to
names" of people there who somehow room for hours on end, earning somefrom college peers, seniors from high drink, —; running the risk of DUI's,feel that the established laws are merely thing like five or six bucks an hour mak'. school entering the realm qf college, in I)WI's,etc. -^Trinity could;cause tenhelpful suggestions. Apparently we have ing sure that near-total strangers make
'a• sense, expect to -see: a considerable 'sipri in the relations between, the; city
a batch of people here in the school who it home alive by enforcing the alcohol
amount of; drinking on a college earn-: .: and the college. The administration
think that they are on a similar list in this policy in what way one person who acpug. This new drinking rule stales that "must ask: themselves, which is rribre:
country when it comes to the alcohol tually gives a damn can. And I get a lot ;i;hfl^;^o wish todrink oytd^rs-niust ^ ^important;relations with thecity,Or
of guff from you for my pain. I was handpolicy.
;tiave; a valid:Wen tific^ti<>n:;; €oJ!se~ •i trust:: with the students to be respon1quejifly, I b e | e ^ thaflrtose freshmen • 7sible;adults.' 7,7 ,7 '7; ••7."777.^.7 ,':;,;'::;
The current phase of converting the ing out over-21 bracelets for the first few
^;hp-ititend::;to«;
fyr'^tb address; the qiiestibn qflatrtieSS,
alcohol policy from a paper tiger into hours of the MoTown welcome-back
something that will curb or eliminate party on September 13, and the people I
freshman/underage drinking is that denied bracelets to for such reasons as
anybody who is drinking liquor outside lack of proper unaltered school ID or
uc1hiruies;:.a^
of a dorm would be carded for a valid weren't going to turn 21 until the next
school ID. It seems that this command morning were acting like I'd stripped
se
decision has become something to com- them of their basic human rights. I was
plain about amongst ourselves. We see flipped the bird, called "asshole" and
it as yet another mandate by the admin- "Goddamn sonofabitch," told that I suck,
istration in their eternal quest to make and pretty much criticized in general policies as this pile beingf
us (gasp!) remain sober. Personally I throughout the night. Everyone took it
think it's a good idea. Should've been so personally. "You gotta loosen up," one
pffli^|^gin;^iirf|S|^a||^^
mitory is ,iorbidden7;The';Rj^vand::R^
Near as I can figure, booze shouldn't even be an havelectured to us about this rule peri- 7tf :stude'ht abstinence is the wish of;
otiicaUy. However, drinking,, if it is to be tine Trinity administration, they should
done a while ago.
Why? First off, the drinking age of 21
is the LAW! It's been on the books for
years, probably before any of us were
even conceived. It means that in order
to drink alcohol, you must be at least
twenty-one years of age. And when I
checked last, you were supposed to
OBEY the law. Near as I can figure, booze
shouldn't even be an issue if you're
twenty years old or younger. At least,
that's what the legitimately elected state
and federal governments think.
Second, you've proven you can't be
trusted with alcohol. I'm a party monitor with a fair amount of action under

kid said. "You give bracelets to your buddies [regardless of their underage status],"
said another. I'm thinking about either
raising my fee to $20 an hour or just bailing out altogether.
|: : ;Sj^iti|;ait&|Hl^ry:|Kd||
It's quite simple. The administration :$i:;§i!!!j^^
is just walking pointforthe government
when it comes to the drinking age.
They're not trying to obliterate all the
recreation around here. Or did you all
forget that last year's Winter Wonderland put three kids in the hospital for
alcohol poisoning (down from five in
'94)?
Campus Safety took your beer because
you're nineteen? Live with it.
ity, and what are they expected to take
away from here? Certainly no one expects a college graduate to remember
and rely on the specifics of his college
education. Rather, we are here to learn
how to think, how to learn, and how to
behave responsibly. Despite what many
people say about students at Trinity, we
are, for the most part, very responsible
drinkers. You don't believe me? Try visiting another school some time. Go to a
keg party. Look at how the students
there drink. I have a friend who attends
a liberal arts college here in Connecticut
that is about the same size as Trinity. On
eight separate occasions in his three
years at the college, he has had to help or

Where are scenes like this one going?

•Stehb#po:;;iwe::drlru<"witliq
busiigd?": iS;le;ss: appealing^; thari;" there,:
is^a$ree;co^&rttonight:sponsbwd;by'
;;t|ie;sc%)ci:jp;disco,urage;^in^
iS7j|^t^^.|he.ptfe^nno||-^

LAURA BIACKWELL

man have cars? Will they stay on campus every Friday night? 1 would expect
that after a whole year of watching Mrs.
BY STEPHEN DEROSA '97
Doubtfi re in the cave, these studen ts will
Respondent
want to get off campus and drink.., in
their cars. Therefore, this is also an issue
The tyranny continues. Beginof personal safety: allowing freshman to
ning with the infamous no-keg rule that
learn how to drink now will prevent
was deceitfully enacted over the summer
them from learning the hard way later.
of 1994 while there were no students on
...we are here to learn how to think how to learn,
In the interest of improving the
campus to oppose it, the administration
rank that this college receives annually
and
how
to
behave
responsibly..,.we
are,
for
the
most
of Trinity College has systematically infrom a national news magazine, the
fringed upon the individual liberties of
part, very responsible drinkers.
trustees are sacrificing the individual
its students. The most recent, though
liberties of its students. With, these libsurely not the last of these offenses is a
erties, a valuable part of our education
new rule requiring students who are carry a fellow student to the infirmary experience. Depriving students of the and possibly our personal safety will go
liberty
to
have
such
learning
experibecause
he
has
had
too
much
to
drink.
drinking outdoors to carry with them
out the window. This cannot be allowed
some form of identification proving that Does this ever happen at Trinity? Cer- ences will inevitably diminish the qual- to happen, as it will diminish the overity
of
a
Trinity
education.
tainly
yes.
Can
I
think
of
eight
times
in
they are 21. This is an infringement on
I have heard that I should not all quality of this institution. As memtb.e personal liberties of the students that which I have personally witnessed it
despair
because
this rule will mainly be bers of this college,community faced
will drastically worsen the quality of a here? Can anyone? Certainly not.
enforced upon freshmen. What will with an unjust rule, it is not only our
What
I
am
getting
at
here
is
Trinity College education.
happen next year when all these fresh- right, but our duty to defy it.
Why do students come to Trin- that Trinity students know how to drink
responsibly, and that learning how to
drink responsibly has traditionally been
a part of the Trinity education. How
were we taught this? In the classroom by
our professors? No, we learned how to
drink responsibly the same way many
valuable lessons are learned, through
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Trinity Places 21st In Magazine Ranking Report
BY KATHRYN QUIGLEY

News Writer

The ink on our Add-Drop
forms had only begun to dry,
when yet another US. News and
World Report College Guide
was thrust upon the country.
The news magazine placed
Trinity College the 21st slot out
oE all the nation's liberal arts
colleges. This is a full three
spaces ahead of last year's report.
U.S. News and World Report
used a variety of criteria to calculate the standing of 160 Liberal Arts Colleges in the United
States. Surveys were distributed
to approximately 4,200 college
presidents, deans and admissions directors asking them to
compare all of the schools in the
same category as their own.
Following this, the magazine

evaluated each school's faculty
resources, financial resources,
graduation statistics, and
alumni donations to produce
the school's rank.
It does not appear as if students consider the rank as a fair
judge of Trinity's qualities. In
fact, most said that ranking did
not play any role in their decision to come to Trinity. "When
I made my decision to come
here, I had no idea of Trinity's
ranking," said Adam Slickman
'99, "I just knew it was a good
school."
The poll, which catches the
attention of people all over the
country and is seen as an authority when comparing colleges, has also caught the
attention of Trinity's administration. "My interest, quite honestly, is at this institution," said
President Evan S. Dobelle.
When asked about the ranking

report, Dobelle shrugged off its
effect on the mind-set of Americans. "When I walk around and
the students on the long walk
think that this is the best college
that they could possibly go to.
That's my bottom line," he said.
Indeed, student opinion is
one major classification missing
from the U.S. News and World
Report list of criteria.
The increase in ranking is
hoped to boost Trinity's name
recognition around the country.
According
to
Linda
Campanella, Vice-President of
Marketing and Public Relations
for the school, the administration has been working on this
problem prodigiously over the
past year. "When a prospective
student tells his neighbor that
he is going to go to Trinity, that
student doesn't want to hear:
Where is Trinity? He doesn't
want to hear: Which Trinity?

Best National Liberal Arts Colleges
According to U.S. News & World Report

1. SWARTHMORE COL-

10. BRYN MAWR COLLEGE

18. COLBY COLLEGE

11. DAVIDSON COLLEGE

19. MOUNT HOLYOKE
COLLEGE

LEGE

2. AMHERST COLLEGE
12.SMITH COLLEGE
3. WILLIAMS COLLEGE
4. WELLESLEY COLLEGE

20. COLGATE UNIVERSITY

8. BOWDOIN COLLEGE

Car Window Broken On Vernon
On Friday, September 13, at approximately 11:45 p.m.,
the driver side window of a car parked on Vernon Street
was broken. Campus Safety reports the car was not
owned by a Trinity student. Nothing was taken from
inside the car.

Student Passes Out

22. BATES COLLEGE

15. CLAREMONT

23. BARNARD COLLEGE

Motorcycle Damaged

24. OBERLIN COLLEGE

At approximately 11:30 p.m. on Saturday, September
14, a motorcycle was pushed over at 98 Vernon Street,
outside Cleo. Campus Safety reports this to be an act of
apparent vandalism. The motorcycle suffered a bent
handlebar as a result.

M c K E N N A

COLLEGE

16.GRINNELL COLLEGE
25. HAMILTON COLLEGE

9. CARLETON COLLEGE

BRIEFS

14. WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

6.HA.VEREORD COLLEGE
7. MlDDLEBURY COLLEGE

NEWS

ranked schools are better than
Trinity. "They are simply different," he said.
Dobelle predicts that Trinity
will move up a few more points
next year but doubts Trinity
will ever be in the top five. "Unless we get a significant amount
of money," he said, "We are competing with colleges that have
$200 or $300 million endowments. That's almost double
ours." Dobelle, who's expressed
goal is to make Trinity "the preeminent" institution of learning
in the U.S., expects Trinity to become much more competitive
in this ranking over the next
several years, as Dobelle's policies begin to take effect.

A female member of the Class of 1998 passed out by
Mather Hall on Saturday, September 14 due to excessive
alcohol consumption. The Trinity College Emergency
Response Team, Campus Safety, and an ambulance were
called to the scene. The student was revived prior to the
arrival of the ambulance and was allowed to leave
without being transported to a medical facility.

13. WASHINGTON AND
LEE UNIVERSITY

21. TRINITY COLLEGE
5. POMONA COLLEGE

And, he certainly doesn't want
to hear: Why Trinity," she said
in an interview with the Tripod
, "My effort is focused on spreading the word, regarding excellent teaching and academic
achievement here."
Dobelle attributed the comparatively low standing to the
fact that Trinity's endowment is
smaller than some of the higher
ranked schools. "Basically, [the
ranking report] favors wealthy
colleges," he said, "We are a reasonably well-off college, but if
you look at the top five you see
they are the wealthiest liberal
arts colleges in the country."
Dobelle affirms" that this is not
an indication that the higher

17. VASSAR COLLEGE

Alarm Pulled In Frobb

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
No P1RG At Amherst
The Amherst College chapter of MassPIRG has not been reestablished on the
Amherst campus following last springs vote which ended the programs tuition bill
funding. For the past 18 years the Amherst chapter of MassPIRG has been funded
through a four dollar "waivable fee," which students automatically donated to the
group unless they checked of a non payment box on their tuition bill. As a result of this
the future of the chapter is not clear. Student Finance Committee (SFC) chair Adam
Bass '97 emphasizes that the SFC will do what it can to ensure that the chapter will
continue as long as there is sufficient student interest.." We're going to be flexible. Just
because a group is organized differently it will not necessarily preclude it ftom being
funded," states Bass. Many students however that lack of understanding is the key
reason that the students of Amherst voted to end the organization's funding. "People
did not realize that voting against the waivable fee was s vote against MassPIRG," stated
a former member of MassPIRG who refused to be identified. The Student Policy
Committee, however stated that they had informed the students of the consequences
of their votes, and that everyone was well informed.

Colby Trustee Commission Issues Alchol Report
A report issued by the Trustee Commission on Alcohol issued a report that went
into effect on May 24th, containing 36 separate recommendations of ways to reduce,
aichol use on campus. The stated goal of this report is to create a" culture of
responsibility.," within the Colby committee. This report reinforced the need for
students to abide by Maine State Law, and also increased the power for security officers
to issue citations to people who were breaking the rules spelled out in the Student
Handbook. "Hopefully five years from now we won't have people coming into Colby
expecting to play beer die every night," said Shannon Baker '98.

At 2:06 a.m. on Sunday, September 15, a fire alarm was
pulled on the first floor of Frohman-Robb. Both the
Hartford Fire Department and Campus Safety were called
to the scene. The building was evacuated in accordance
with fire codes. No fire was found

Freshman Burglarized In Frobb
On Sunday, September 15 between 12:00 and 2:00
p.m., a freshman residing on the first floor of FrohmanRobb left his room and failed to secure the door. Upon
returning to his room, he discovered a black box
containing several compact discs valued at approximately
$3,500 missing from his room. Campus Safety has no
leads as to a possible suspect but believes the burglar to be
a resident of the dormitory.
Campus Safety urges all students to lock their doors
when leaving their rooms to avoid burglaries.

Calculator Stolen In Library
A calculator was stolen from a student's book bag in
the basement of the Library on Sunday, September 15
sometime between 2:00 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. The calculator
is valued at approximately $85. Campus Safety has no
suspects at this time.

Reckless Driver Curbed
On Monday, September 17 at 3:00 a,m., a student was
seen driving a car recklessly onto the lawn next to
Frohman-Robb dormitory. The student has paid a $70
fine as a result.
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Class Officers Chosen Best Buddies Begin Anew
BY TERRY RIFKEN

News Writer

On Wednesday, September 22, the students of Trinity College elected their
class officers for the 1996-97 academic
year. The winners were, for the Class, of
1997: Brian Gordon, President; Peter
Grammaticas, VicePresident; and Tanya
Jones, Secretary. For the Class of 1998:
Christina Palmese, President; Daniel
Buchholz, Vice-President; and Nannie
Corrigan, Secretary. And for the Class of
1999: Maureen Kay, President; Parin
Zaveri, Vice-President; and Carly Geeza,
Secretary.
The winners for the Class of 1997 all
three of whom ran on the same ticket
didn't submit their petitions for candidacy to the Office of Alumni Relations
until the day after they were due.
Though it was explicitly stated on the
form that no late entries would be accepted, Nicole Tateosian, The Alumni
Relations Officer in charge of the elections, proceeded to let them enter anyway provided that the other candidates
agreed to their candidacy through either
the signing of a consent form, or thorough verbal agreement." All the other
candidates consented to our running in
accordance with the Alumni Relations
Office," stated Grammaticas. Though
the other candidates for office refused to
comment directly on the legitimacy of
the election, Peter Burns '97, a candidate
for President, did state that "the Alumni
Relations Office was inconsistent in
their questioning of the other candidates."
Running as part of a ticket was also a
popular notion among most of the candidates this year. All three winners for
both the Classes of 1997 and 1999 ran toers, and we also knew that we worked
well together," said Geeza. Matt Medeiros'97, a vice-presidential candidate, also
thought that tickets were a good idea
"Tickets make more sense," said
Medeiros, "It's a good idea for three people
who share similar ideas and work well
together to run together. Proof of this i:
that a full ticket did, in fact, win."
Some other candidates did not share
this positive view of tickets. "1 think a
candidate should be chosen on the basis
of their individuality and hot on the basis of who they're running with," said
Michelle Pilapil '97, a candidate for President.
This year's candidates used a variety

of tactics to "get out the vote". Commonly, candidates posted fliers in key
areas such as Mather Hall. But others
were more inventive and used strategies
like door-knocking. Though posters appeared to be the most popular form of
advertisement, their effectiveness could
be called into question. "The posters really did influence voters, largely through
witty slogans such as 'Get more for your
Buch'," said Buchholz. Others such as
Kira Zaiger '99 a candidate for Vice-President, felt chat the posters had little effect
because "no one really knows what's going on and they just vote for who they
know."
In an effort to face this problem a few
other avenues of expression have been
set up. First there was a "Meet The Candidate Night", which serves as "a good
way to meet and get to know the candidates, and get some free food at the same
time," stated Palmese. In addition, the
Tripod also featured a spread which contained pictures of the candidates as well
as a brief statement about why they
wanted to represent their classmates.
Many members of the Trinity community question the relevance of their vote
for class officers." 1 have no idea what's
going on," said Ben Barry '99," I don't
know what my representatives do, or
what they are capable of doing. In a
sense I wonder why we are even electing
these people." Recognizing this as a potential problem, the officials are trying
to inform students on their activities
more fully." Last year I helped organize
study breaks and a Valentine's Day fundraiser," said Geeza, "This year I would like
to continue with study breaks and fundraisers, and in addition 1 would like the
class to get involved with a lot of community oriented project, so. they can see
the process at work."

BY SARA MERIN

News Writer
The Trinity chapter of "Best Buddies", a program which promotes
friendship between mentally retarded
individuals and college students, has
undergone a change in leadership and
is looking to expand its ranks during
the 1996-1997 school year.
Trinity's chapter of "Best Buddies" is
a part of a national coalition, which
was founded at Georgetown University
in 1989. Trinity's group has been active
in the Hartford community for the past
five years-

month. In addition to one-on-one activities, the group holds two or three
outingseach semester. Past outings included a trip to see the "Nutcracker"
and various trips to theBushnell.
Christie Ball '99, another member of
the group, originally became involved
because she had a positive experience
working with disabled students in high
school. She believes in the importance
of theprogram because it allows her to
"help people whp'don't feel that they
have a chance to have friends." Accdrding to Ball, one of the most rewarding
experiences of the Best Buddies program was when her buddy said,
"Thank you for being my friend."

"The program broadens our ability to associate with people
who are different from ourselves.. /' - Mike Reynolds '99
So far this year, the group consists of
only three members - down from the
li members enrolled last' yeax Erica
Lenz '99 has taken pver as director of
the program and has made it her goal
to raise on-campus awareness about.
people, with mental' retar<i&iidn7
"People with mental retarda$ott a | $
people,* saiid Lettz,;W?hey Mt, b$b;£\
harder teiedotagWta&thjrigf"IXhe;
hopes to see the mentally retarded bet
come more involvediri society'.'thari?
they have in the past Shesyhtrrtarlzed,
the Inaction oi her group with the
statement, "It i$ possible for people with
mental retardation to have and be
friends"
.
The main responsibility of participants in. the program is to uphold
strong commitments to their buddies.
This is achieved by calling the buddy
once a week and by spending individual time with the buddy twice a

Mike Reynolds -99, a second year
member of the group, added a new dimension to the importance of Best
Baddies by statingthat it allows many
of ^he handicapped members to have
n&re exposure tb the outside world,
^iF||e program broadens our ability to
5sSs<^(:e."with people who are differ, ej&'feotn ourselves - riot only by race,
isli^ibn;and ethnic background, but
f a sew dimension, - a handicap."
toftddition, Reynolds feels jhat his experience has shattered many stereo• types aDout the mentally retarded His
fondest recollection of the program is
of an outing in which the group went
pumpkin picking. "We were corniqrtable,"said Reynolds, "bonding and joV.;
tagaroundjust like agroap of jWe.ndi*
Editor's Note; For rwreinfarniiiiiori
on aBestBuddies,"or,ifyouare iriteresteditivolunteeringyourtimcplease
contact Erica Unz at (860) 297-3456-

•i
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This year's slate of officers. (From L to R) Tanya Jones '97, Peter Grammatipas '97, Brian Gordon '97,
Christina Palmese '98, Nannie Corrigan '98, Carly Geeza '99, Parin Zaveri '99, and Maureen Kay '99.

Coming Soon...

Political Point - Counterpoint
Beginning next week, as part of the Tripod's political coverage, we will
be featuring a "Political Point-Counterpoint" section. Each week, the Trinity College Democrats and the Trinity College Republicans will square
off on a particular issue. The issue will be different from week to week.
As always, the Tripod encourages feedback from its readers. Please submit your letters to the editor by dropping them in the "Tripod" folder in
Docex. If you do not have network capabilities, please contact us at extension 2589.
Don't forget to look far this sectionin next week's edition of the Tripod.
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Dobelle Explains AH

President Evan Dobelle proudly poses for the camera
during Parents' Weekend.

continued from page 1...
"Scott understands this institution
and will work with me well," said
Dobelle. Prior to this, Reynolds served
as Assistant to the President of St.
Peter's College in New Jersey.
Brodie Remington will also be joining the fold as Vice-President for Development. In addition to his
responsibilities in that position,
Remington will be heavily involved in
the planning and siting of capital
projects and Trinity's alumni affairs.
He will takeover the college's "Capital
Campaign" which pledges to raise
$100miUio.nbyl998, Dobelle placed r
"Heavy lffiptiVttoc'e1M®WeeiH"t'd5bi^8ai*1
upon past fund-raising efforts. "The
one thing you can't do when you're
changing is you can't just reallocate
resources," he stated, "You need to add
to those resources." He expressed concerns over taking from one department and moving to another. "It
doesn't work that way at a college
where the faculty are extensively tenured and there is little bureaucracy."
Dobelle also wants to begin to look
towards attracting the next generation
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Snapshots From Parents9 Weekend
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of faculty. To that end, he has appointed Raymond Baker as the new
Dean of the Faculty. "I think he
brings an energy and enthusiasm
that's infectious," Dobelle said. Baker
will also work towards expanding
the current study abroad programs.
When asked on why all these staff
changes came so suddenly, Dobelle
retorted tha the has never asked anyone to leave Trinity. "I've always seen .
that when you raise the bar, sometimes people make decisions that
that's not always something they

LAURA BLACKWELL

A prospective Trinity College student is embraced by the
Bantam at last Saturday's football game.

DoWlfaTSSsaraTnirneTeWaras in
novation and rejects the status quo.
He looks and expects his staff to take
chances and intiative.
"The neighborhood and admissions are now working and I am now
movingmtemally to see that it works
for the student outside the classroom," stated Dobelle. He is satisfied
with, the changes he has made in his
staff and leaves the Trinity community with the message that, "We can
do better and we will do better."

Hamilton College
flcademic year in Spain
Orientation in Comillas and Nerja
* Small classes taught by Spanish Professors
Spanish Language, Literature and civilization
Independent study
Housing with Spanish families
Full year or semester credit

Application Deadline for Spring, 1997 - November 1
Application Deadline for 1997-8 - March 1
For brochure and additional information contact Gena Bluff
at 315-859-4201

LAURA BLACKWELL

A Trinity fan delights in the football team's victory over Bates
last Saturday during Parents' Weekend.

FALL
SAN FRANCISCO
LONDON
PARIS
FRANKFURT
ROME
TOKYO
SYDNEY

$159
$183
$215

$275
$295
$419

$659

FMES ASE EACH WAY nan New Vow SAS«J ON A Kmnom
PURCHASE. FARES DO NOT WCIUOE FEDERAL TAXES at PFG

TOTALLING S3 AND S 4 S , DEPENDING O N DESTINATION Ofl
DEPARTURE CHARGES PAID DKECTLY TO FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.

CALL FOR A FREE
STUDENT TRAVELS MAGAZINE!

Come see us at the Study Abroad
Fair on September 25th!

\Travel

^

3 2 0 ELM STREET • N E W H A V E N , CT 06511

203-562-5335
http://www.ciee.org/travel.htm

EURAILPASSES
ISSUED ON-THE-SPOT!

WRITE FOR THE
TRIPOD!!!!
The Tripod Staff always
welcomes new editions to
the writing corp. If
interested please contact
Amy Shackelf ord, Editorin-Chief at Extension
2589 or stop by the office
in the basement of
Jackson.
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Parents' Weekend Gets Mixed Reviews
continued from page 1...
sponse to Parents' Weekend. He stated,
"I thought Parents' Weekend was terrific
because it built on an energy and a high
morale that I see at the college this year.
The strength of the weekend was in its
balance be it discussions, faculty talking
about serious issues of the day; athletic
events, the ability to talk to parents personally, or the convocation. It was just a
terrific weekend for Trinity."
In addition to the influx of parents
roaming the campus, last weekend attracted many alumni back to campus.
Some came as parents of a new generation of Trinity students while others
came due to their involvement in the
Volunteer Leadership Conference.
Charles Kurz '67 and father of a current
Trinity student was one of the few people
who fit both conditions. "The [Volunteer
Leadership Conference] is composed of
sessions involved in trying to increase
annual and reunion giving," he said. "We
also want to increase student participation in fund-raising involvement." Many
alumni were impressed by the "family"
atmosphere created by Parents' Weekend. "Every time I revisit the campus, I
meet new people and see old acquaintances. As the years pass everything starts
becoming more familiar and feels like a
family," one alumnus stated.
Several students commented on how
excited they were to see their parents this
weekend. "Parents' Weekend is a nice
time for parents .to come and see their

children and to get a glimpse of life at
Trinity," said Jim Gilbert '97. This excitement was not echoed by all students.
One freshman thought that there were
just too many people and that the college
was trying too hard to impress the parents. He said parents were seeing an idealized version of life at Trinity and not
normal day-to-day life, with all of its difficulties.
Parents' Weekend can be an unpleasant experience for some. "Yeah, Parents'
weekend offers students a chance to see
their parents and showcase their friends
and their life here," said Beth Peery '99,
"However, it is kind of anti-climatic at the
same time for those of us who have no
one to introduce to our Trinity life." Another student Rocio Herrera '99 also expressed her difficulty with Parents'
Weekend. "It's sad just knowing that my
parents can't come," she said, "But its
even worse when I see other kids walking around with their parents."
In addition, some students expressed
their dislike with Parents Weekend falling right before Yom Kippur, the Jewish
Day of Atonement. Josh Sachar '98 felt
that the scheduling of this event was
"unfortunate because many Jewish parents might be reluctant to come fearing
they would not be home for the Sunday
night service of Kol Nidrei." Another
Jewish student was also upset that his
parents had to choose between seeing
him and observing Yom Kippur.

Lindsay Mustard '99 poses with her parents during a Parents'
Weekend event.

Message Of Service Sent To Trinity Parents
JUSTIN GOTTLIEB

News Writer

this year in that there was a focus on
Trinity's involvement in the community.
The topic of community service and becoming involved in the area around Trinity was a major point of discussion.
These issue's played an important part in
the major events that took place over the
course of the weekend.
There were three primary events over
the weekend that attracted large audiences: The panel discussion that was presented last Friday focusing on
internships in the city and study abroad,
the "Ask the President" forum on Saturday focusing on Trinity's role in the community, and the keynote addresses on
Sunday devoted primarily to a discussion on public policy. These three events
produced the undercurrent for the weekend which was the focus on Trinity in the
community.

myself in a number of ways," she said.
The student panel represented a wide
spectrum of the student body. Programs
represented included the Hartford Hos"^m>m&&mp>g -- ••—*•"—
and Ireland, and many other programs,
The panelists tried to communicate the
message that becoming involved in these
programs was "extraordinarily easy" and
there were a number of opportunities
available to students.
Saturday had numerous events including a meet the faculty breakfast and
an "Ask the President" session. Trying to
meet the faculty during the breakfast
became fairly hectic. This chaos was
noted by economics Professor Butos,
"There needs to be a better Way for the
Faculty to meet with the parents of their
[individual] students." Parents found it
hard to find the professors of their students because the Terrace rooms of
Mather were divided into five sections:
' Natural Science, social science, arts, humanities, and Math.
However, the "Ask.the President" ses-

Hudson St. Was another issue that was
brought up by parents. President
Dobelle informed the parents that the
school will be asking for volunteers ev-

tions on campus and fewer numbers of
students going abroad in the fall.
Talk of community rehabilitation was
a major point of focus for the President
as he talked about how Trinity students
become involved in the area's around
Hartford. He talked about the 400 students involved in activities such as big
brother/big sister, Habitat for Humanity,
and many other community service activities, He hopes this community involvement will only strengthen his plan
for the future and that he can get more
students involved.
The summation of the weekend was
the Public Policy Convocation held on
Sunday. Six Honorary, degrees were presented. The Doctor of Laws was presented to William Gorham, Elliot
Richardson, and William Schaefer. The
Doctor of Divinity was presented to
Rembert Weakland. And the Doctor of
Humane Letters was presented to
The panelists tried to communicate the message that Rudolph
Crew and Alice Rivlin. Rivlin
becoming involved in those programs was "extraordinarily
gave a stirring key note address after the
easy" and there were a number of opportunities availabledegrees were presented. She spoke of the

coming election in November and her
feelings on it. She was very Pro-Clinton
because she serves under him as the Vice
CYiau of the Federal Reserve Board.
The Honorary degree recipients represented a broad range of occupation in
which their service to the community
was undeniable. Rudolph Crew talked
about what it meant to be the Chancellor of the New York City public Schools.
William Gorhan spoke of the Urban Institute and what it has accomplished.
Elliot Richardson talked on a range of issue that were based on his experiences
as Secretary of Commerce, Attorney
General of the United States, Secretary
of Defense, and the Secretary of Health
and Education. Also speaking was the
former Mayor Baltimore and governor of
Maryland, William Schaefer, who talked
about what it takes to revitalize a city.
Rembert Weakland talked about his
views on public service that he carries
with him through life and as the Archbishop of Milwaukee. He summed up
the them of Public Policy and community service best of all by saying that
their should be, "Equal Love for all."
Parents' weekend was full of interesting people who have, are, and will continue to redefine public policy.

to students.
The Career Development seminar focused on integrating careers, foreign
study and internships into a liberal arts
education. This panel was lead by
Robbins Winslow Director For International and Educational Services,
Kathryn Slater Associate Director of
Careere Counseling, and Anne Utz Director of Internship Programs who made
presentations about their individual departments (study abroad programs, career counseling, and internships,
respectively). Then a panel of students
who were involved in one or more of the
programs fielded questions from an audience of about approximately 50 parents.
.
Alison Blicharz '97, one of the panel
members, focused on how she made
these programs work for her. "The internships and study abroad programs I
participated in allowed me to market

sion went very smoothly and many parents were able to voice their opinions and
concerns. President Dobelle began the
meeting talking about the plans for the
neighborhood and how attaining admittance to Trinity in the future will change.
He stated on the admission of new students, "[we are] willing to take a chance
on a student and will look at them closer
if Trinity is a number one choice." After
his well receive opening parents began
to ask a broad verity of questions.
One of the earlier questions asked was
answered by Dean Weiner instead of the
president. This question had to do with
date rape and the treatment of women
on the Trinity campus. Dean Weiner reminded the parents that there was only
one reported case of date rape last year.
He went on to emphasize that the school
is helpless to do anything unless cases
are reported.
•

Roggfs Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
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LECTURES
Tues, September 24

Mather Make-Out Session

There have been a number of
instances in the past week where
two lunchtime lovers have displayed their tonsil-hockey skills
to half of the campus. AT witnessed this event only once,
thankfully, but it was quite
enough. Around Trinity overheard Mather employees remarking on the lack of request for
seconds that day at lunch...hmm,
this couple could be a key addition to the Marriot downsizing
tactics.
Lockwood-Not Party

Apparently, the senior members of Lock wood were not as interested in partying as their
younger counterparts and this
lead to a mass exodus of the once
successful umbrella group. AT
has overheard the remaining
members (although few) trying
to recruit new, more seriousminded students, to help keep
their ship afloat. Good luck, kids,
tMs is Trinity^ where Beast Is
worth it's weight in, well,
Guiness.
Where'd Ya Get Those Pants?!

Evidently, multi-plaid pants
were all the rage this Parents'
Weekend. ^CTspotted several parents and grandparents cruising
the campus in their aged-to-perfection plaids. It was a sight to
sore eyes and AT overheard one
parent comment, "Those pants
are why golf was invented."
Keep 'em on the back nine next
year.
Fireworks...In September?

Saturday there were several
spottings of fireworks on the
main quad. AT was fortunate
enough to be awake and sober to
enjoy this sight. These were no
bottle rockets, this was a pretty
spectacular show. Hey, if we can't
be here for the Fourth, why not
bring the Fourth to us?
Goosed By The Bantam

This year's Bantam-chickenman has revealed his fetish for
older women and young children. Both were seen running
and screaming from the fuzzy
poultry-boy after being accosted
by the lively gamecock at this
weekend's football game. This
Bantam better watch where he's
pecking or his approval rating
will plummet on campus...and
thatwon't win him any votes.

6:30 PM

Jack Delano will speak about his photography and
his work in graphic arts, film, and music in Hallden
Hall #14. Delano's work explores the texture of Puerto
Rican life from the 1940s to the present. For more information, call extension 2471

Wed, September 25

7:00 PM

Wed, September 25

8:00 PM

Dog's Eye View will be performing at the Webster
Theater. Tickets are $10 at the door at 7:00 PM. For more
information, call ProTix at (860) 422 - 0000 or the
Webster Theater at (860) 525 - 5553.

Sat, September 28

10:00 AM

Professor Dario Enrique from the Latin American
Studies Program will give a talk on "Call to Celebrate
the Life of Fr. James Guadalupe Carney, S.J., Disappeared in Honduras in 1983." The program will include a video of Father Carney's Life in Honduras as
he fought for human rights. His moving autobiography, in English and Spanish, will also be available for
purchase. This event will be held in the Trinity College Chapel.

Hill-Stead Museum is kicking off its 50th anniversary
with a grand public event featuring The United States
Coast Guard Band. They will perform a spirited concert
on the west lawn at noon. Spectators will get to enjoy
"Hill-Stead History on Parade: 50 Years in 50 Yards", a
pageant celebrating Hill-Stead's past and the accomplishments of its founder, Theodate P. Riddle. This will
be a day full of activities that are family-oriented and tons
of entertainment. This festival is free. For more information, call (860) 677-4787.

Mon, September 30

Mon, September 30

7:00 PM

Celebrate the recent publication of Professor
Gustavo Remedi's recent book. "Murgas: El Teatro de
los Tablados: Interpretacion y Critica de la Cultura
Nacional," (Translation: "Murgas: TheCarnivalesque
Theater in Uruguay. Interpretation and Critique of
National Culture.") Wine and hors d'oeuvres will be
served at Gallows Hill Bookstore. This event is sponsored by the Internal Studies and Modern Languages.

Tues, October 1

7:00 PM

The West Hartford Library is presenting a series of
four scholar-led book discussions entitles "The Holocaust". The Investigation by Peter Weiss is the first
book of the series. The discussions will examine antiSemitism from its rise todominance in Nazi Germany
to the formulation of the "Final Solution." Led by Professor Jordon Pecile, all discussions are free and open
to the public. The programs will be held in Webster
Hall at the Main Library at 20 South Main Street. For
more information, call (860) 523 - 3233.

7:30 PM

Noted writer Eve Ensler will be doing her very funny
and moving solo work in Garmany Hall. This event, The
Vagina Monologues, is presented by the Trinity College
Women's Center, and admission is free.

Sat, October 5

8:00 PM

Since 1985, Paula Josa-Jones' Performance Works has
gained a national reputation for risk-taking, adventurous new works for the stage. Josa-Jones1 choreography
fuses expressionistic dynamism with the powerful and
mysterious physical transformations of Asian dance. She
creates works of total theater which combine rich imagery, virtuosic movement, evocative visual designs and
idiosyncratic use of music. Wonderland is an ensemble
work fed by imagery from Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderlandand Ridley Scott's iconoclastic film, Bladerunner.
Wonderland doesn't follow either story literally. Rather,
the tribe of dancers will fall into a virtual dreamscape.
It is bring held in Goodwin Theater and general admission is $12 and discounted admission is $8.

Sat - Sun, October 5-6

Oiapel Happenings
Wednesday, September 25
12:00 noon
Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel
Rev. Raymond Smialowski
12:00-2:00 PM
Quiet Time, Main Chapel
5:00 PM
Carillon Guild
DanKehoe'78
7:00 PM
Celebration Service for
Father Carney, Main Chapel
Sunday, September 29
12:00 noon
Holy Eucharist Service
Rev. Steven Charleston
5:00 PM
Roman Catholic Mass
Rev. Raymond Smialowski
Monday, September 30
12:00 noon
Pastoral Care Service
Friendship Chapel

9:00 AM

In East Hartford at Rentschler Field, the Aero Center
is hosting us Fall Festival The gates will open to the
public at 9.00 AM and the flying starts around 1230 PM.
Tickers are available in ad\ance for adults foi "R10 children and seniors tor $5 and at t he gate, $15 ioi adults and
$10 for children and seniors. For information or tickets,
call ProTix at (860) 422 - 0000. There will also be a free
carnival/circus featuring static aircrafts on Friday, October 4th, 5:00-10:00 PM for those who have purchased
their tickets for the Air Show,

EASTERN EUROPE JOBS
Teach basic conversational English in
Prague, Budapest, or Krakow.
No teaching certificate or European languages required.
Inexpensive Room & Board + other benefits.
For info, call:(206) 971 - 3680 ext. K50791

CINESTUDIO
Welcome to the Dollhouse (NR)

MM-sMwMMlLMMimniJjm

Wed - Sat 7:30 PM

(1996) Written and directed by Todd Solondz. Cast: Heather Matarazzo, Eric Mabius, Brendan Sexton, Jr. Without an
ounce of nostalgia, writer/director Solondz plunges back into the special level of hell that is adolescence in the 'burbs of
New Jersey. The guide to this journey is 11 year old Dawn Wiener (Heather Matarazzo) whose vulnerable geekiness sets her
up for trauma at school and at home. Her life gets a glimmer of excitement when she meets the cool new singer in her
computer-drone brother's band, The Quadratics. A hilarious black comedy that gets under your skin by taking angst
seriously. New actress Matarazzo's rare, brutally honest portrayal of girlhood is a revelation. Grand Prize Winner, Sundance
Film Festival. 87 min.

Mission Impossible (PG-13)

Fri - Sat 9:30 PM

(1996) Director: Brian De Palma. Screenplay by David Koepp and Robert Towne, based on the television series created
by Bruce Geller. Music by David Elf man. Cast: Tom Cruise, Emmanuelle Bean, Henry Czerny,. Vanessa Redgrave. Back to
form, Brian De Palma comes up with a nervy hacker-action thriller based on the 60's TV show, that benefits from the
director's obsession with the films of Alfred Hitchcock. Tom Cruise stars as Ethan Hunt, a spy whose mission (if he chooses
to accept it) is to prevent the theft of a computer file exposing double agents. A true Hitchcockian hero, he is quickly put
under suspicion, pursued by the villains and the so called good guys alike. The summer's most delirious entertainment is
worth seeing more than once, if only for its high-anxiety suspense scenes, and the climactic chase in Europe's new underwater "Chunnel". 110 min.
•
.

Land and Freedom (NR)

Sun 2:30 PM; Sun - Tues 7:30 PM

(Britain, 1996) Director: Ken Loach. Screenplay byjim Allen. Cast: Ian Hart, Rosana Pastor, Iciar Bollian, Angela Clarke.
Ian Hart, who played John Lennon in The Hou rs and Times and Backbeat, portrays a different kind of working class hero
from Liverpool in the new film by Ken Loach (Raining Stones, Ladybird, Ladybird). What follows is nothing less that the
special education of Hart's idealistic character, who volunteers to fight fascism in the Spanish Civil War and finds his faith
tested by extremists in the Communist Party. A master of small scale, intimate drama, Loach expands his range with a
sweeping story of love, betrayal and revolution. Co-winner, International Prize, Cannes Film Festival. 109 min.
compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Tues, September 24
"The 31st Annual Art Department Faculty Exhibition",
continues at the William Benton Museum of Art which
features sculptures, prints, drawings, paintings, photographs, and ceramics by 30 faculty-artists representing
diverse styles and directions. Exhibit will run through
October 20,1996. Museum hours are Tuesday through
Friday -10:00 AM to 4:30 PM and weekends -1:00 PM to
4:30 PM. Admission is free. For more information, call
(860)486-4520.

Wed, September 25

7:30 PM

Dario Enrique of the History Department will be showing and speaking on Werner Herzog's Fitzcarraldo. Set
in the heart of the Amazon jungle at the turn of the last
century during the rubber boom, this movie is the saga
of an Irish impresarios obsession to bring European culture to this remote region in the form of opera and Caruso.
The film was nominated for the best movie at the Cannes
Film Festival in 1982. This film is shown with English
subtitles in Life Sciences Auditorium, and admission is
free.

Mon, September 30
The National Library of Poetry has announced that
$48,000 in prizes will be awarded this year to over 250
poets in the North American Poetry Contest. Poems must
be postmarked by September 30. It's open to everyone,
and entry is free. The poem should be no longer than 20
lines, and it should be sent to: The National Library of
Poetry, 1 Poetry Plaza, Suite 1989, Owings Mills, MD 211176282.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Hartford Country Dance
Friday, September 27 will be the Contra Dance
with music by Ralph Sweet with Hilltown Fling.
From 8:00 to 11:00 PM, this event will be held at First
Church of Christ, 12 South Main Street in West Hartford. The workshop starts at 7:30 PM. Admission is
$8 (students with ID and first-time beginners are $4).
No partner needed, all dances are taught, beginners
welcome. For more information, (860) 666 -2124.

Thurs, October 31
The National College Poetry Contest is open to all col-1
lege and university studen ts desiring to have their poetry
anthologized. The poems can be no longer than fourteen
lines. Cash prizes will be awarded to the top five poems.
Send poems with an initial $3 registration fee to INTERNA'l 1ONAL PUBLICATIONS, P.O. Box 44044-L Lou Angeles, CA
•w^WW^^*^

Wednesday, September 25
9:00 PM

Open Mike Night in the Under
ground Coffee House.

Thursday, September 26
9:00 PM

Thirst Thursd ay for minors in the
Underground Coffee House.
Favorite Flick Night in the Cave.

10:00 PM

Friday, September 27
8:00 PM

Fourth Annual Hartford Brewfest
On Saturday, September 28 at the corner of Asylum and Ford Streets in Hartford from 2:00 PM until
midnight, this annual brewfest will be held under a
tent. Rain or shine, this event will feature 40 craft
breweries with over 100 beers. Tickets in advance are
$10 ;at the gate they are $12. Tickets include 2 beverage tokens and positive ID is required. For more information or tickets, call ProTix at (860) 422-0000.

An informational meeting will be held on Monday,
September 30 at 6:00 PM in the Alumni Lounge for
those interested in working in New York City. The
New York Consortium is a program that puts students
in touch with New York employers who are interested
in hiring Trinity students. Recruiters are from the finance, banking, consulting, accounting and other industries.

The Connecticut River Dance
Cruise will set sail and there will
be a shuttle from Mather. Tickets are $2.
Karaoke in the Bistro.
The Underground Coffee House
will be featuring Tommy Griggs.

8:00 PM
9:00 PM

Saturday, September 28
1:00 PM

The Trip to the Big E...the shuttle
will leave from Mather at 1:00 PM
and tickets are $5.
The movie Twister will be shown
on the Main Quad; remember to
bring a blanket.

10:00 PM

Heading to New York after Trinity

Sunday, September 29
7:00 PM

Alison Stewart from MTV will be
speaking in the Washington
Room on MTV and the Election
Year.

Monday, September 30

Wed, October 2
New works for the electronic cello from CRI recording
artist, principal exponent of this new instrument and instructor in Trinity's thriving Private Lessons Program,
Jeffrey Krieger, will be heard in this brief noon-hour recital in C-arrnany Hall.; Admission is free.
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7:00 PM

Women's Wellriess Day
The New Britain-Berlin YMCA will be hosting its
second Women's Wellness Day on Saturday, October
5th, from 8 AM to 5 PM. The program offers choices
in a wide range of topics such as Tai Chi, Rolfing,
acupunture, aromatherapy and more. It ends with a
celebration of womanhood in the "Sacred Wild
Woman Dance". The $40 registration fee includes
three classes and lunch. All proceeds benefit the
YMCA day camp scholarship fund. For information
and registration, call Workshop Director Peggy
Stantonat(860)229-3787.

Now PLAYING,

Have you ever thought about writing
for the Trinity Tripod?

We are always interested in new writers,
so contact us by
phone: extension 2584
, ; email: tripod@mail.trincolJ.edu

Attention All Students!
Over $6 Billion in public and private sector grants
& scholarships are now available. All students are eligible. Let us help. For more info.

Newington Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike

call l-80Q-263-6495ext.F5079I

Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860 666-1401
All time valid through Thursday, September 26

*** SPRING BREAK '97 ***
Sell 15 trips and travel free!;
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica, or Florida!

Jack (PG-13) 7:10 PM, 9:20 PM
Courage Under Fire (R) 7:00 PM, 9:10 PM
A Very Brady Sequel (PG-13) 7:20 PM
The Crow (R) 9:30 PM

CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
Call Now! TAKE-A-BREAK (800) 95-BREAK!
SPRING BREAK 1997

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568 - 8810
All times valid tluough Thursday, September 26
Tin Cup (R) 7:00 PM, 9:40 PM, 12:05 AM
Time to Kill (R) 3:50 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:25 AM
Rich Man's Wife(R) 1:20 PM, 3:30 PM, 5:40 PM, 7:55 PM,, 10:15 PM, 12:30 AM
Maximum Risk (R) 1:10 PM, 3:20 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:05 PM, 12:15 AM
Matilda (R) 1:25 PM, 3:30 PM
Last Man Standing (R) 1:15 PM, 3:30 PM, 5:45 PM, 8:00 PM, 10:15 PM
Last Man Standing (R) 12:45 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:10 AM
The Island of Dr. Moreau (PG-13) 9:30 PM, 11:40 PM
Independence Day (PG-13) 1:00 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:25 AM
Grace in my Heart (R).1:30 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:15PM, 9:35 PM, 11:55 PM
Flv Away Home (PG) 12:35 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:35 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:10 AM
First Wifes Club (PG) 12:30 PM, 2:45 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:00 AM
First Wifes Club (PG) 1:00 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:50 PM, 10:15 PM
First Kid (PG) 1:05 PM, 3:10 PM, 5:20 PM, 7:20 PM
Feeling Minnesota (R) 5:35 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:50 PM, 11:50 PM
Elm Theater - N e w Britain Avenue, next to Shawmut Bank
'
Prices: $3.50 general admission
For schedule informa-tion, call (860) 232 - 2820
lack (PG-13) 700 PM 9-30 PM daily; 1:30 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:00PM, 9:30PM Saturday/Sunday
Nutty Professor (PG-13) 7:10 PM, 9:30 PM daily; 5:00 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:30 PM Saturday/Sunday
A Very Brady Sequel (PG-13) 1:15 PM, 3:05 PM Saturday/Sunday

The Vagina Monologues will be
presented by noted writer Eve
Ensler in Garmany Hall; admis
sionisfree.

Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go Free
Student Travel Services are hiring Campus
Reps/Group Organizers to promote trips to
Cancun, Jamaica, and Florida. Call 1-800648-4849 for information on joining
America's #1 Student Tour Operator.
*

*

*

*

i

f

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

LARGEST STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNER
on East Coast looking for Campus Rep to promote
Kodak SPRING BREAK trips - "guaranteed" lowest
package prices and best incentives. You handle the
sa!es...we handle the bookkeeping. Cancun, Nassau,
Jamaica, S.Padre, Orlando & Key west. EARN BIG
$$$ AND/OR FREE TRIP(S)...G REAT FOR
RESUME!!!
CALL 1-800-222-4432
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Spring Break '97
Organize Group!
Work for SST and Travel Free...
on only 13 sales!
CA$H, TRAVEL & PRIZES!!
Free Info: Sunsplash #1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
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Wanted! DumbOr Alive
The Melds Rock Quad Offers Humor And Fun
BY ELIZABETH PERRY

ing "WGGY got me. Did they get you
yet?" then led into a room for the drawing. Cue the SWAT team for the
takedown.
As part of the Parents' Weekend festivities, The Nields, a folk rock quinThere's also Story #39, when Wiley
Despite what action movies have
tet, played at Trinity on Friday night
shown us, police work isn't 99% adven- and nine other officers were coming
for an audience of students, parents
ture and 1% paperwork. It's tough, gru- back from a serving of a warrant
and local fans. The band pumped out
eling, often thankless, and sends more through the drug-dealing section of
their energetic sound for two hours
officers than not scurrying for the bottle, town in the department's supposedlyoutside on the main quad.
the divorce lawyer, the shrink, or the marked raid van, all of them wearing
mortuary with one of his or her own black battle dress uniforms with "POThe Nields played a mix of songs
bullets in the brain. However, there are LICE" emblazoned on them in very large
from all three of their albums. Detimes that offer a temporary relief from letters. Some joker flags them down and
spite the lack of enthusiasm from the
the near-constant stress, and one hun- tries to sell them some rock cocaine. The
audience, the band seemed to enjoy
dred of them, mostly from officers of the rest was a rerun of the WGGY trap.
themselves, commentingat the end of
Birmingham Police Department in Alatheir set that of allthe times they have
Some other stories are the more crebama, have been chronicled in Wanted! ative excuses traffic cops hear when bagplayed at Trinity, this was the most
Dumb or Alive by Daniel Butler and ging speeders. Story #10 tells us about
fun, One of the most unique things
Alan Ray, the hilarious sequel to their Birmingham Sergeant Johnny Cooley
about their performance act is the obequally-humorous previous best-seller clocking a guy doing 102 miles an hour
vious enjoyment they get out of being"•••
America's Dumbest Criminals, which is in a fifty-five zone, to find out that the
on stage. Katryna, on; lead vocals,
now a hit TV show.
- jumps and dances around stage as if •::
guy had just gotten his car washed and
the music has taken hold of her .body.
These two men had been convinced was trying to blow-dry it.
Throughout the show, the otherband :;
that shows like America's Most Wanted
And on occasion there's a story that
members joke and tell stories about
and COPS glorify crime, and that at least doesn't really qualify as a dumb crimisongs, the band and being on the road.
90% of police officers' time is spent deal- nal tale, but due to its novelty gets inBecause the Nields have their home g g ^
ing with total dunderheads that don't cluded anyway; in Story #16, Cooley
base in Connecticut and.have played try. Over 11,000 fatas^ave subscribed c
have enough intellect to outwit your av- witnessed a tractor trailer full of liquor
in Hartford often, they have an esrab- . • tb their mailing list ajidtlley ;haVe reerage earthworm, and wanted to share get cut off during a rainstorm on the inlished group of fans in the area. Many ceived positive reyiewsirtnew^p^pers
these revelations with the rest of the terstate. The truck hydroplaned off the
of those fans made it to Trinity for the: such as ifee Chicago;: TriJ3wne> The
populace.
edge of an overpass and ditched in a basconcert and livened up the show by Washington P6st;an^TheBbstpn;G!ofe..:
The vast majority of these stories de- ketball court. Cooley goes in to confirm
dancingand singing, making the most • -The Nietds;appeal{td:a-wide-audi-i;
pict how little thought criminals give to what should have been a grisly traffic
of the badly placed tables and chairs. ence; becalisp > their Music : tip; fptk; their various schemes and situations. fatality after the looters show up, only
Later in the show, seyeraiTrinity stu- roots; ;yet brings^ melementsldfMod'
One example of this is Story #2, in which to find the unharmed driver casually
dents even made their way up to;the:: e!rnrock, • Their songs; primarily ^ritT'' Detective Jerry Wiley of the Birming- stretched out on the seat, reading a copy
stageto groove to'the music; ThebancTx ten -by NerissiandE^icll^elds,rl|rtgev
ham PD recounted how they had about of the Bible and claiming she had some
has an inFectious quality that leaves .
three thousand outstanding warrants help from the Man Upstairs.
even the most skeptical listeners tap-; *
out for various offenses. Not wanting to
;
This was a fantastic book. The sheer
ping their toes. Judging by;the:rnad,:
spend the time and money to track down level of idiocy exhibited by these crooks
rashibr the merchahdiSetaM«;:durM|; f
all the offenders, they created the paper- nabbed by cops in Birmingham, Las Vethe break, The Nields; gairM •rtiariy-J';'
tiger sports channel WGGY, (short for gas, Pensacola, Florida, and Oswego
new.faris;at;Fridayl concert.
We're Gonna Get Ya) headed up by a Vice County and Phoenix, New York is as*3p^rtfe^i* f W f r i t a n, i n g himself "J L tounding" ' '
getherfor a little over two years, but travagahzai "Super Hero Soup."
Byrd." They posted lettets undei this
It and its prequel make lor a good
The band ^as,been touringj'
have know each other and played topretense to each offender, saying they laugh and provide nearly two hundred
"""'"'" '
•"•""""'"'' "'eri|Jp^grl{iii|:;; were entered into a drawing for a free trip excellent reasons to walk the straight
gether for much longer.- ;;The sisters
"--^" : : i,;and::Nerissa:Miplds"&e.t:;up^;
to New Orleans."Four hundred of the and narrow. Catch the show if you can
^tookNerissais
crooks showed up, and in groups of find it for reenactments and actual foottwenty-five they were videotaped as say- age of these incidents.
jatop]erii
BY JEFF CROSS

Managing Editor

Arts Writer

they joined vJi
^ Ktower in
q
•Bdh-oit'tihe,

lritorer^

•.^eir;riiost-rbcent;alfein,;*':*«

Politically Correct Birds
Fly From Their Coups
BY JESSICA ALBRECHT, MARY AUSTRIA,

Settle in. Plan ahead. Get away. Begin a dream.

The Ivy League comes to the City of Lights! Sponsorei
Columbia and Penn, Reid Hall Programs are designed
students at varying levels of French proficiency, now aja
substantially reduced tuition rate!
8

Ygui enroll as a full-time student at the Freie Universita't
with an intensive language practicum and academic
ippjjjrtfrom the Berlin Consortium for German Studies, a
latforation of six major American research universities.

.. ,Or e v e n N e W Y o r k !

It's true-New York City is a whole

new world, and you can spend a term or an entire year as a visiting student,
becoming part of the heartbeat of the Big Apple-while maintaining academic
progress toward your degree. Academic-year and summer programs available!

o

Info Session: Wednesday, 9/25
Washington Room, Mather Center, 4 - 6:30 pm
Or if unable to attend, contact John Sharpies,
Coordinator of Overseas Programs:

(214054-2559 . ^ . ^ L ^ „
(212; 854-5861 iutp^&vvv.columbia.edu/cu/ssp/
2970 Broadwjiylvlai! Code 4115 • NYC 10027-8902

& RAQUEL MARTINEZ

Arts Writers

Imagine meeting the man of your
dreams and coming home to your conservative parents only to be faced with
telling them that they will soon be inlawed to a homosexual couple. This is
the scenario presented in the film The
Birdcage. Robin Williams, as Armand
Goldman, is "married" to Albert, played
by Nathan Lane. Their son Val intends
to marry Barbara, the daughter of Senator and Mrs. Keeley. The senator, a coleader of the Coalition for Moral Values,
experiences a crisis due to the death of
his colleague, Senator Jackson who was
found dead in the bed of an underage
prostitute. This surprise gives Senator
Keeley a feeling of insecurity in the upcoming elections. He and his wife plan
a trip to Florida to visit their future inlaws in hopes that the wedding will
cover up any evidence of the scandal.
Unbeknownst to the Keeleys, the
Goldmans are no typical conservative
family.
In preparation for the Keeleys, the
Goldmans decide to redecorate their
home in order to conceal their unusual
lifestyle. Albert is distraught that he is
not able to participate in the meeting of
the in-laws due to the fact that his feminine side is too apparent. Replacing
Albert is Val's biological mother, Katy

Archer, who Val has never met. 'Due to
the delay of Katy's arrival, Albert comes
to the rescue by dressing up as the Mrs.
Goldman - a middle aged woman of intense humor. Overall, the entire dinner
party was a virtual nightmare for the
Goldmans and an unforgettable experience for the Keeleys.
There were many attributes which
contributed to the success of the film.
The dialogue was filled with wise cracks
that kept one laughing constantly. The
scenery in the Goldmans' apartment
varied from liberal appreciation of art to
their impression of a "normal" household. The superb acting of Williams and
Lane brought the script to life. The
movie characterized conservative life as
cold and boring and homosexual life as
colorful and exciting, to emphasize to
the audience how they should be accepted. All of these factors contributed
to the reality of the movie.
• The Birdcage dealt with issues concerning the roles of homosexuals as well
as women in our society. By discussing
such topics and introducing biased characters, the movie succeeded in adding
humor to these issues and leaving the
audience with a strong impression of
how ridiculous it is to be narrow-minded
about diversity. The various conversations from the movie directly spit back
the typical reactions of people who do
not understand the meaning of freedom
of choice. The Birdcage is a two thumbs
up, five star, must-see film.
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Trinity Singers Bring Harmony To Parents' Weekend

LAURA BLACKWELL

LAURA BLACKWELL

Trinity Pipes

The Accidentals

LAURA BLACKWELL

Trinitones
BY KERRY MCKEVITT

/\rfs fcf/tor

In celebration of Trinity College's annual Parents' Weekend, the Office of
Residential Life and its staff hosted the
Candlelight Folk Festival on the outdoor
patio of the Cave in the late evening on
Saturday. Illuminated by dimmed
flames from bagged candles, the four a
capella groups performed brilliantly.
Following the welcoming statements
and introductions by Angus Jennings
'97, the Community Development Coordinator and Alice McCartney '97, the
First Year Staff Coordinator, the coeducational a capella group, the Trinity
Pipes, began the show.
They commemorated their sixtieth
year as a Trinity tradition by singing
"Lullaby of Broadway," " 'Neath the
Elms," "Get Around," "Home Again," and
"Up the Ladder." Carrie Heck '97 who
soloed for "Neath the Elms" sang a soft

and odeful section. During the performance, the newest four members were
introduced and sang short, but, sweet
solos. Simeon Kethcum '00, Tricia
Matheson'00, Mike Wilson '98, and Nate
Zeitz '00 have already proven that they
will be outstanding additions to the
Trinity Pipes. Matheson basically stole
the show with her stunning vocal
chords. During "Up the Ladder," Ray
Jones '97 demonstrated that he is more
than an athlete; he is a performer with a
powerful voice and strong emotions.
While waiting for the second group,
Jones '97 joked around with the large
crowd of students, parents, and siblings.
He introduced the all male a capella, the
Accidentals, who began humming
"Istanbul." Their songs included "Twelve
Street Rag," "Moondance," and "Hello,
City." Between songs, Mark Craig '98,
Michael Lee '00, Andy Malick '00, and
Kevin Thompson '99 were introduced.
While the solo by Christopher Moses '98
for "Moondance" was one of the rornan-

LAURA BLACKWELL

After Dark
tic highlights of the evening, the solos by
Cosmo Fattizzo '98, Ryan Moore '98, and
Matt Morse '98 for "Hello, City" were
soothing and melodic,
The Trinitones followed the
Accidentals with "Bring It On Home,"
"Somebody," "Natural Woman," "One
More Chance," "Peppermint Twist," and
"Trinitone Blues." The female a capella
group who showed their unity and class
with similar casual outfits demonstrated
that were not to be overshadowed by
their male counterparts. Soloists such as
Sarajaffe'98, Kearney Harrington'97,Jill
Pagliaro '97, Amie Duffy '98, Tanya Jones
'97, and Isabel Corte-Real '98 sang soulfully. For "Somebody," Pagliaro's low
voice had depth and softness while
• Duffy's "Natural Woman" impressed and
moved the spectators. New members,
Loren Giallanella '00, Heather Hassler
'00, Lauren Moore '00, and Niki ShahHosseini '00, were introduced and participated in acknowledging Hassler's
birthday. The humorous truth of the

"Trinitone Blues" was quite entertaining.
The final group of the evening was the
second all male a capella, After Dark,
who recently released their newest album, "Please Pay Before Pumping," and
added Javier Chacin '99, Aaron Kuney
'99, Brian Jackson'OOJim Valerio '00, and
Patrick '00 to their organization. From
this release, they delighted the audience
with the harmonious songs of "Lights,"
"Forever," "Really Cool Medley," "On the
Streets of the Bronx," and "Africa." Like
other soloistsjeffrey Pyle '97, Tyler Booth
'97, Mike Bradley '98, Rob Cibotti '97,
Ryan Saulnier '97, Jason Williams '99,
and Harun Young '97 sang with passion.
Each of their solo performances was endearing. While singing, After Dark livened up the crowd by encouraging them
to clap during the musical harmonies.
Overall, each a capella group performed very well. They sang in unison
and with enthusiasm which they radiated to the spectators. Purchasing their
compact discs is money well spent.

Do you enjoy reading hooks, watching new releases, and attending events at the Austin
Arts Center and in downtown Hartford?
Do you want to share your thoughts on these masterpieces and productions?
What are you waiting for?

Suhtnit your review to the Tripod!
Contact Kerry atX3056 or drop bythe office in the Jackson basement
on Tuesday evening at10 PM.

Where Are Trinity Students Studying Abroad?
Alvord,Jan'98
c/o Stockhom University IES
The Swedish Program
S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden
46-08-16-42-93
jan.alvord@mail.tricoll.edu
Amon, Sarah B.'98
Trinity College/Rome Campus
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2
00153 Rome, Italy
39-6-575-7184
Atherton, Sarah 98
Boston University London Internship
Program
43 Harrington Gardens
London SW7 4JU, England
Bannon, III William J. '97
1/7 Dundas St. Coogee
New South Wales 2034 Australia
61-2-96651229
u2188854@vmsuseracsu unsw.ed^au
Barlickjr, Robert '98
IES/Durham
Bloom, Aram '98
So. Methodist Univ/Madfid^
Bullock, Sarah H.'98
School for Field Stuc
P.O. Box 22750
Fort Lauderdale,
Byrnes, CaeraS.^
Syracuse
Piazza Savonai
Florence, Itah
Boston Univffeity
43Harringt< G
London SW 4JU,)
44-171-373-1 46'2
Canepa, Cla
c/oUNCAR Cursbsc
Facultadde
Universidad | e Sevilla
41004 SeviMSpain
Cantanucci, Ccurtney' '98'
1/68 RitchardW,, Coogee'
New South Wafl

Hebert,Mathieu'98
Preshco/Cordoba
Heller, Matthew'98
American U/Buenos Aires
Holland, Patrick'98
University Col, London
Hudock, Justin'98
Butler ISA/lNSTEP/cbrdge
Hurder,AllysonT.'98
Oxford Associate Student Program
Cherry Tree Ct.
76 Dunstand Rd.
Old Headington
Oxford OX3 9BY, England
Jacobson, Christian A. '98
University of Glasgov
Kaliski, Sar

Aparr^^^fcosnoj75
^^™™~a, Spain

54-2

IZZ'Z
;M.'98

3-7184

I Erin*

las. SFS
iver Island
O, Canada

ondon Internship Program
43 Harrington Gardens
• London SW7 4JU, England
Knowles, Ashley Cbilds '98
Boston University Internships
London Program
43 Harrington Gardens
London SW74JU, England
44-171-373-6462
1
^ngley, LaTanya '97
_zjfc) Institute for Study Abroad Butler
aiversity '
•'171-373-6462

Carnwath, Kelley
Center/Sustainablel velop^j
Apartado 150-4013
Atenas, Alejuela
Costa Rica
Chaf fee, Mark N.*98
Trinity College/Rome Campi?
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2
•" 00153 Rome, Italy
39-6-575-7184
Cooney, Jeseph'98
College Year in Athens
2 Vassileos Constantinou Ave.
GR11635 Athens, Greece
30-1-7260-749
Crosby, Cadierine A. '98
Boston University/London Internship
Grotty, Tristan A. '98
36/12 Bryce St., St. Lucia
Queensland 4067, Australia
Ewen, Laura Paige'98
Varey House, Westfirld Way
London El 4PD, England
Fairbanks, Charlotte F. '98
Oxford Associate Student Program
Cherry Tree Ct., 76 Dunstan Rd.
Old Headington
.
Oxford OX3 9BY, England
Falvey, Brendan G '98
Beaver CCEA/Galway
Folger,Abiah'98
Syracuse in Florence
Franczyk, Kristin'98
SFS Center-Rainforest Studies
P.O. Box 141 •
Yungburra • . •
Queensland 4872, Australia
Freirich, Elizabeth A.'98
Beaver College Oxford Office
84BanburyRd.
. Oxford OX2 6JT, England
Graham, Kirsten J, '98
Council Language arid Area Studies
c/o Armando Miguelez
Cursos Internacionales
Universad de Allicante
03202 San Vicente Del Raspeig
Alicante, Spain

MicheLSara'98
Boston University London Internship
Internship Program
43 Harrington Gardens
London SW7 4JU, England
44-171-3736462
Millett,Kara'99
Central America
Centra de Educacion Mundial
Apartado RP-44
Monsenor Lezcano Managua, Nicaragua
Mullaney, Laura "98
Madame Annemarie Bing
Academic Programs Abroad
1 rue Victoire de la Marne
DO Montpelier, France

\7LSE Single

BeaveK^fege London Office
] 1 Palace CTCJH.^^
London W2 4LP,Engt
44-171-792-0211
Mackey, Alexander M.'98
Emmanuel College
Sir William Macgregor Dr.
St. Lucia QLD 4067, Australia
07-3871-9201
.
sl79718@student,uq.edu.au
Marois, Natalie'98
2/76 Dolphin St.
Coogee
New South Wales 2034
Australia .
61-2-385-3175
natalie.marois@mail.trincoll.edu
Martinelli, Jennifer'98
Syracuse in Florence
McCarthy, Nell'98
Trinity College.Dublin Ireland
McDowell, Sasha '98
Amsterdam
McGoldrick, Brandon '98
Boston University. Internship
Sydney, Australia
McGrann, Patrick'98
SIT/ Tibetan Studies
c/o School for International Training
P.O. Box 1373
Kathmandu, NEPAL
McKenna, Brendan '98
Rhodes University
College House
Private Bag Box 1028
Grahamstown, 6140, South Africa
g9610006@warthog.ru.ac.za

353-1-478-21
Parkison, Chris"
c/o L Lips,j
Departs
Spuistra
1012 VB]
Peck, All
2/48 Botl
New Soutl
612-91
u219j
Petei
TrinT
c/o Suore <
Clivo dei!
00153 Rd'
39-6-575-1
Petruolo,]
c/oUNCA
Faculrad
Uniw
4100'
Pknf

RideouC(
Beaver CCEATLTraerick
Rix,AdamS.'98
Boston University Internships .
43 Harrington Gardens
London SW7 4JU, England
44-171-373-6462
Rodrigues, James B. '98
Trinity College/ Rome Cam|
• c/o Suore Camaldolesi
• etivodd Publicii, 2
00l53Rome.lt]
.William'98
c/o Boston University
28-30 Regent St.
Chippendale
New South Wales 2008, Australia
61-2-212-5011

Scheid, Melissa '98
4/26 Raen St.
St. Lucia QLD 4067, Australia
61-7-3371-4313
s239854@student.uq.edu.au
Simancas, Nef ertiti '98
Foreign Students Dormitory
Capital University of Economic
Hong Miao, Chao Yang Men Wai
Beijing, PR. of China 100026
86-10-506-1188
Skowronek,Paul'98
Norfolk Terrace 5.11
University of East Anglia
Univeristy Plain
Norwich NR4 7TJ, England
Skvir,KyraE.'98
Trinity College/Rome Campus
c/o Suore Camaldolesi
Clivo dei Publicii, 2
00153 Rome, Italy
39-6-575-7184
Stetzer,Susanne'98
Commonwelath Hall
1-11 Cartwright Gardens
ondon WC1H 9EB, England
jjg/art, Cameron C. '98
r ISA/INSTEP/Cbrdge
'^ Justin '98
^CSA Hotel Tibet
janj
tla, H.P., India
\ , Elizabeth J.'97
[Street

fcw Zealand
^o|ipson@stonebow.otago.ac.nz

'Coinne'98
nt Residence
rib Vilagee
lalway, Ireland
llo@ucg.ie
;uaH.'98
'Campus
?A.^enue, Hampstead
3 7ST, England
:ephen P. '98
^/Queensland
fDamonB.'98
jfntei, Rainforest Studies
141
ifgburra
jeensland 4872, Australia
/orthy, Sonya '98
c/o SIT
BP8172
Antananarivo 101, Madagascar
Yelagina,YelenaI.'98
Beaver CCEA/LSE Single
Yu,WonsangR.'97
Occidental U./Waseda U.
Zanoni, Clarice '98
Boston U./Madrid
Zopolsky, Robin '98
Academic Programs Abroad
8 Villa d'Alesia
75014 Paris, France
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What Should The Frosh Drinking Rules Be?
BY JUUANNA BOGDANSKI
Features Writer

So what do we think about all of these
new laws attempting to curtail freshmen
drinking? It is an interesting question to
consider, since most of us here at Trinity

sure, if an event on the weekend is alcohol-free, not too many people will show
up. I found this a little odd when I started
school here.
But I also know that I quickly became
accustomed to this sort of thing. The
general opinion on campus seems to be
that if there isn't alcohol, why bother

To be sure, if an event on the weekend is alcohol-free,
not too many people will show up, I found this a little
odd when I started school here.

only a freshman issue, but think about
it, who do you see when you go to the
View? Primarily freshmen. Who do you
see drinking right outside of a dorm?
Primarily the freshmen (as a result of the
policy implemented last year which was
mentioned earlier.) Obviously these new
policies are going to affect the class of
2000 more than any other class here
right now.
I spoke with some students, both
freshmen and upperclassmen, to see
what they thought would happen as a

escaped the new policies.
I know that last year, as a freshman,
one of the most recent policies was that
no drinking was allowed in freshmen
dorms. Okay, should there have been
anyway? I mean, since when is a freshman old enough to drink?

going? I know this is not true for all Trinity students, but it is very true for the
majority.
So this brings up an important issue:
why is alcohol such an important factor
in "having a good time?" And also, now
that the View isn't open regularly to anyone underage, how will this effect the
Undoubtedly most of the social activi- freshmen and their social lives?
ties at Trinity are alcohol related. To be
I don't mean to make this sound like

One student with whom I spoke brought up a good
point: why not make these rules before the next
incoming class gets here, so that they won't know
the difference?

10. No more beer for Copy Editors

result of all of these measures. One
freshman said that "the no drinking outside the dorm" rule will hurt more than
any other policy because it was easier to
do than anything else.
Drinking will still go on, but it will
probably slow down once school really
starts to set in. Several upperclassmen
agreed that they didn't feel these new
policies would "do what the administration intends. The drinking may go down
slightly, but more than likely it will
cause more smuggling of alcohol into
the dorms."
Other students said that "drinking

9, Testing your keeness of observation

I

%pason$ tfivfv Was no # 1 Cast
11. TCERT didn't want any busted guts in Mather,
so we held back

8. What wood the Tripod bee withowt at leste
won majer misteak?

6. TJie Trincoll Journal hacked into our
computers
5. The Other Voice helped them

will probably slow down during the
week more than anything."
One of the biggest reactions I got was
that students expect to be able to drink
when they get here, and when they do
get here, that impression is not changed.
So after freshmen have had a taste, for
example this year, even if it was only for
a week or so, they know that the policies
aren't too strict, so they drink anyway,
and know that they will probably get
away with it.
One student with whom I spoke

brought up a good point: why not make
these rules before the next incoming
class gets here, so that they won't know
the difference?
Of course they would have heard of
our liberal (nearly non-existent) policies,
but drinking policies don't have to be
bad. Even if the newest "no drinking outside of freshmen dorms" rule was put
into effect before the freshmen got here,
they would still probably be able to have
their drinking freedom elsewhere, but it
would partially solve the issue that our
campus is just too liberal on drinking
policies.

THE RETURN OF THE
ND D&TE REVIEW!!
THIS SEME8TER WE ARE NOT ONLY SENDING VO(J TO RESTAURANTS, BUT TO CUJBS
AND BARS AS VEIL. JUST F i l l IN THE
BELOW INFORMATION AND DRO? IT IN

CAtmis HAIL TO BOX

4. Fish from Tropical not brain food after all
3. Top Ten list now part of Bistro's "Less for
More'7 plan
2. What inferiority complex?
1. We love getting sanctimonious emails. You
know who you are!

Hamilton College
Junior Year in France
* Academic year immersion program
* Preliminary session in Biarritz
* Regular courses at Paris Universities and Institutes
* Internships
* Full year of Hamilton College credits

Director in Residence for 1997-98:
Professor Martine Guyot-Bender
"• Application deadline: February 15
For brochure and additional information contact
Gena Bluff at 315-859-4201
Come see me at the Study Abroad Fair on September
25th!
.' .

NAME:
YEAR:.

MALE/FEMALE:
EXTENSION:
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And Some Also Wrote For The Tripod
city slickers or country bumpkins, children of healthy households and kids
from broken homes, the hard workers

the lively diehards and the lowly band
wagoners, those who carry guns and
those who wouldn't hear of it, the self

worms, the crew cut battalion and the
flowing - locked peace frogs, the ruthFeatures Writer
less carnivores and the freaky vegans,
the button flyers and the zipper zippers,
those who cover their faces in snap shots
"...the mather-spotters and the mysterious aloof, the
"Some are wise and some are
and those who smile from within, the
otherwise."
arrogantly cocky and the apologetically humble, the
openly accepting and the critically judg-John Stuart Mill
lively diehards and the lowly band wagoners...."
mental, the corporate conformists and
the rucksacked enigmas, the commitThere are two types of people in this
world. Those who went out last night and the by-sliders, the sexually liberated made and the man made, the sports fans ment junkies and the spatiophiles, those
and those who didn't. The people who and the sexually repressed, litterbug and the indifferent, those that want girl- who sit and rap with you and those who
live off campus somewhere and the slobs and the anal retentive, the frat rats friends and those that want boyfriends, walk away, the usurpers and the indecipeople who live in dormitories, those and the dignified losers, dope smoking those who know what they will do at the sive, those who call you back and those
who work during the day and those who artists and spectacled scientists, the ig- end of the day and those who are still who have been meaning to, the time takwork at night, the advanced lap top note norant racists and informed racialists,
takers and the faithful who still scribble people who can speak more than one
"...those who understood this and those who
by hand, those that are glad to be here language and people who don't, those
ought to read it again, the globular mass and the
and those who wish to be elsewhere, who make friends and those who keep
those who remember your name and them, the booze hounds and the Morprecious few, the cloud that follows you and the
those who haven't a clue, those who do mons, those who back it Dp and those
sunshine of your life, they all fit into one of the two."
research and those who observe, those who back down, automatic passengers
or
stick
drivers,
the
classroom
orators
who cut classes and those with perfect
attendance, those who construct a per- and the silent, the withered couch pota- finding out, those who leave their door ers and the excuse makers, the poets and
invitingly open when they are in and the posers, those who trudge on Teddy's
those who keep it distinctly shut, the slab and the superstitious, the religious
"There are two types of people in this world....the
silly little rookies and the seasoned vet- fanatics and the morally corrupt, those
ruthless carnivores and the freaky vegans, the button
erans, the weepy tear jerkers and the who read this and those who didn't,
poker faced, those who live in fear and those who did not like this and those
flyers and the zipper zippers..."
those who live in denial, the hopeless who did, those who understood this and
romantics who go out on dates and the those who ought to read it again, the
sonalized voice mail message and-those toes and the fixated hamsters on their Philistines who only hook up, those who globular mass and the precious few, the
who let the system explain their absence, wheels in the gym, the mather-spotters focus on winning and those who seek to cloud that follows you and the sunshine
those who sympathize with assisted sui- and the mysterious aloof, the arrogantly question and strive together, the flighty of your life, they all fit into one of the two.
cide and those who believe it is wrong, cocky and the apologetically humble, social butterflies and the diligent book
BY NICHOLAS MOREHEAD

THE TRINDEX
5-

How to find your Trindex:

Physical:
Number of times you've
hooked-up this semester?

3

Emotional:
Number of items in
your room you had to
hide from your parents?

Pack your bags !
The convent is
awaiting your arrival.

You are a person who is
secure with him/herself (or
managed to finish off the beer
in the fridge before your
parents arrived). As far as
your carnal affairs are .
;.'
concerned, beware!; You are .
heading down a treacherous .
path: • •

Playing hide and seek might have
been your favorite game when
you were a child, but it's time to
grow up you baby! In general,
you have been keeping to
yourself these days. Maybe you
should open up to someone and
let them know how you're
feeling.,. Maybe, you're not
alone...NAH, you're just a freak!

On each axis, emotional and
physical, locate the number
or measurement which
pertains to you. Follow the
physical measurement out
horizontally and the
emotional measurement up
vertically until these two
meet at one point on the
graph, and identify the icon
at that point. Below, find
your icon and read the
Trindex forecast that appears
underneath it. If you still
can't figure it out, the Tripod
will be offering a Minicourse
to ensure Mathematic
Proficiency for all Trindex
readers.

You are playing with fire! You
act deceptively and
secretively, and you are prone
to short-lived, meaningless
relationships. You need to
spend the next few weeks
extinguishing the reckless fire
in your loins!
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Where's Punky?
want to know.
How could you forget the crush you
Features Writer
had on Dana Plato. (In case your
stumped, that's "Kimberly" on Dijfrent
While sitting back in my Jarvis shoe Strokes) I wonder if "Willis" is out of jail
box, listening to the "Back to the Future" yet...
soundtrack, I set trail on a journey. A
Ok, so you didn't watch sitcoms.
journey of introspection, recalling my That's quite alright. In cartoons, there's
earlier days of social and intellectual always "More than meets the eye..." Do
growth (which hasn't been much).
something productive this week and
BY T.K. MACKAY
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AskDrChang
Dear Dr, Chang: I have a roomate and
; a girlfriend, who is alsoaTrinity student,
and they worry me to no end. I think 1
see them flirting when we are all hanging out and sometimes I have to leave
them alone for long periods of time
when I go to work (she also knows our
combo). 1 think they'redoirig something
Dear Dr. Chang: I want to set up a behind my back, what should I do? -M.,
\
. :
basic bar with enoughalcoholic bev- Crescent Street '. .'
erages to meet all reasonable requests.
Ok, M., take a deep breath for a moHowever, I'm concerned about how
well my liquor will keep, both ment and try to relax. If they are doing
opened and unopened. Should un- something behind your back, it's probopened bottlesbestoredon their sides ably too late to reconcile things. If they
like wine? Please not a long discourse; aren't you're in the clear, but the hard
; ;;: just the fundamentals so 1 can do the part is finding out.:
right thing.— p., Off Campus :•;.., : . , : Ask your roomate first. If you can,
make it sound like you are joking, and
: The backbone of any basic bar is : then Come but with it: Be bold and deciand assortment of'standard; spirits—; iSive, but not accusing
vodka, Scotch, bourbon; etc. Depend- •: rbdmate;;Lethim:know that you, want;
irig on what ybti ah$ your;friends the;whole truth and that ydu^are: pre^-'•
customarily drink, you may stock ;as.' ;"pared for the; harsh reality.-Eyen if ypyti
few ,as: three or-as, many: as a dozen,;
^
g
p
^
g
perhaps more. Check the shelves:of a ing him. It will ohlymake the situation:;
good liquor shop, but dbrv't get: carried; ;• • • • • w o r s e ; ; . • . • • • • • ; s - - . " ; : ' • \ - : - ' C ~ > •'-••/•' ' • : • [ : : : / , - ^ y y ' - '
aw,ay; with esoterica that one guest a: •; :If;it comesto .confronting your girlyear:wiU-request. ^Sealed %ttles can i ; friend—good luck — different p?*??^ r e "
lastfor years—Some say indefinitely-^:; ,. quiredifferent handling^aridTdon'thave
a,slotig as the •closure remains 'infect:1 •;jhes specificsto help in this case;(reinerrL~
•••Ijferm not a:reat;-:therapist!).:r-;;:;.:,j~v;:;'';:;::'r:
Md'airei^
;

"Three cheers for the Seavers!! Hey where's Carol?"
Returning to Camp Trin Trin has
brought with it some serious, but mostly
trivial, self-analytic bull, that can only
be described as a longing for the Glory
Days. The glorious days of the 80's.
So you're sitting here in Mather,
munching away, reading this feeble attempt at journalism. Where has your
mind been today? What have you been
thinking about? Homework? Your En-

FILE PHOTO

start up a petition to bring back the
Autobots and Deceptecons to network
TV.J've missed them so...not as much as
the Smurfs, though.
I bet Gargamel's at the View right now,
having a pitcher with the leader of the
Deceptecons. Didn't he change into a
gun, or something?
Fine. You didn't watch TV, either.
What about music? A reliable source repealed to the Tripod that W. Axl Rose

:

to
the •alcoho|ftay -cause; h d

if they aretibingsd^
the clear, but 1^

vvas working in a nursing, home, in Wi-

Punky was sooo spunky!

FILE PHOTO

glish exam tomorrow? That special
someone, sitting just a few tables away?
Pretty paltry stuff compared to what you
could be considering. What about those
famous people we've all forgotten?
Remember Silver Spoons? Think'
about it. Where were you when you last
saw that show? Think you can remember the name of Ricky Schroeder's mis- •
us f r 'enH, "lavpd bv Ias<">n

'ha t "Victoria's Secret" Girl? No, wai 1.1 got
it. He's involved in a torrid love affair
with Vince Neil and that dude from
Whitesnake.
,
Where are these folks? I mean, we
,*rew up with these people. If you're an
)nly child like me, these 80's superstars
were family: The Golden Girls were
grandmas; "Malorie" was the perfect sister and "Alex P. Keaton" a great brother.
What a great dad Tony Danza was (and

;|grb^ided"t|t^vr:e;:g;:i;3

^
;qi:he:it^

q:^
#b;|^^

hiS^lj^

eave
ity
h
Joey Lawrence on
"Diff'rent Strokes"
"Hey Bo, isn't that your
FILEPHOTO
career going down the drain?
Bateman? Where is that guy now? I
mean, right now,
Maybe he's wandering around the old
set, riding around on that stupid little
train and playing endless hours of'Ms.
Pac-Man" in Ricky's living room. Maybe
he's dating that annoying red-head from
Small Wonder.
How about the guy that did the voice
for "Dave" on Alyin and the Chipmunks.
I wonder if he really looks like he does
on TV I miss those easy-going days of
reckless abandon. Grammar school was
heaven. No worries, no scruples with life.
How can we return to them is what I

q
ii^

;leave; ':

llH

FILEPHOTO

I wouldn't mind having Alyssa Milano
as a sisteY either). I would have rather
had him than "Mr. Drummond," I'll tell
you that much...

travel further along our road until it ends,
and we're launched into the world. So as
you sit behind your desk in 10 years,
thinking back on your college days, remember them as you did the Great 80's.

/ bet Gargamel's at the View right now, having a
pitcher with the leader of the Deceptecons. Didn't he
change into a gun, or something?
And how about that little sister you
never had...what was her name...Soliel
Moon Frie? (100 points if you guess who
she is. Hint: Plastic surgery ) . Anyway,
my point is that with every week that
whisks by, with every trip to "The
Lounge" on Thursday night, and with
every Mil's Best down the,hatch, we

Worry-free and fun-loving.
I just wish that we could gather up
some of the wreckage left from the past.
: .1 can't do it alone, so help me out.
Next frat party, demand that they play
"Take On Me," okay?
:
And one more thing. "Hey Scoobie!
Where the hell are you?"

TRINITY
STUDENTS!
help; wanted
Flexible hours working
with other Trinity Students
Call Jerry if interested
at246-3595

MORRIS

PACKAGE

285 Park Street
Hartford, CT 06106
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Breto
Fine Food

24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860)278-4334
(860)278-4527
Sides & Salads

Pizzas

$ 3.50
Topping ....$ .50 Maricoppi Bread
A
large
loaf
of
garlic
bread
seasoned
lightly
with
creamy
garlic
butter
Topping ....$1.00
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Topping ...$2.50 Chef Salad . . . .
$ 6.00
Greek Salad
$ 6.00
Tuna Salad
$6.00
Antipasto
$ 6.00
Onions
Tossed Salad
$4.00
Ham
Pepperoni
Subs & Grinders
Ricotta
Half
Whole
Bacon

Small (12")
$ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

Toppings
Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Specialty Pizzas

s

$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25

BLT
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami.
Pepperoni

Sheet

••$-4.25

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc.

W h i t e Veggie D e s i g n . . . . $8.50 / 1 3 . 0 0 /23.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie . . . . . . $10.00 /15.00 /29.50
Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

Max's Preferred

, . $8.50 /13.00 / 23.00

Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the Heart

$8.00 /12.00 / 23.00

Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.
.
An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

jJ [

.

Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15 tax incl...
278-4334

. .Cheese + 1 Top.+2 Liter soda. | Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda 9 i
. [
Only $10 taxincl.
. I
Only $7 tax incl.
1 ,,
J j
278-4334
j I
278-4334
1

I

Gyro
1 can soda + bag chops
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

jJ

1 ! Buy Large Pizza

[ \

II
g g
| j
g j

SI
§ g
§ (
g |

With C h e e s e
Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334

$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

$8.00 Plenty for two!

[ 2 Large Pizzas

•
|
1
1

$5:75 •

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza . . . . . . . $10.00 / 13.50

Large Pizza

$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

Ham & Cheese
Sausage
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast B e e f . . . . . . . .
Turkey .
Veal..
Turkey & Bacon . . .
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese . . . .
Gyro.;...;'

$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75

Small Pizza

FREE can soda
& Garlic Bread

with A n y S a l a d
278-4334

j

\ \

I 1
g j
| j1
| j

Any Calzone
Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

2 Whole Grinders
Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334

Call in Your Order -- Free delivery from 11 A.M. - 3 A.M. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. -- Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Cross Country Sweeps Vassar Invitational

had a slow start, making it hard to move two dropping their 5 K times by over a with solid performances, contributed to
up. We have to avoid tactical errors like minute.
the victory by placing in the top fifty.
Sports Writer
that in future races."
Following, with a time of 19:56, was
In response to this achievement,
The women's team equalled the men's senior Jill Romano, finishing in seventh Mendell summed up the team's feelings
In a field of ten teams, both the Men's accomplishment by also posting a first place and also drastically reducing her by stating, "Everyone worked hard and
and Women's Cross-Country teams bet- place finish. In doing so, they defeated time from the previous week. In the fi- put forth a strong effort. I'm really proud
tered their records by placing first at the eight teams, which included Vassar, nal scoring position was freshman of the way the team works together and
Vassar Invitational.
NYU, and Jersey City. In posting this vic- Mariah Titlow, impressing her team- pushes one another." The team is putting
In capturing first place, the men's team tory, the women used a tactic similar to mates with a tenth place finish in her in the necessary effort to continue to
defeated the closest competitor, Vassar, that used by the men's team. Working first collegiate race. One place behind, improve, as seen by the impressive indiby twelve points. Despite the margin of together and running as a group, the running an excellent race, was Katie vidual finishes. These individual perforvictory, it was a close race throughout women took the first three places in a Bisbee, '98. Freshmen Francesca Spina, mances and the strong sense of team is
the five mile course. From the beginning, field of 90 competitors. The respective hampered with a partially injured what keeps the excitement there.
Vassar got off to a quick start, sending its places were captured by sophomore muscle, put forth a strong effort for a fifNext week, Trinity travels to Boston for
pack of runners to the front, forcing Trin- Yolanda Flamino with a time of 18:47, teenth place finish. This effort is sym- the Codfish Bowl. This invitational,
ity to follow behind. However, the Ban- Junior Liz Worthy, clocking in at 19:12, bolic of the sound group of freshmen on known for its large number of talented
tams were able to use this to their and Sophomore Kim Mendell at 19:24. the squad that continue to contribute runners, will put the Bantams to the test.
advantage as they patiently waited for Each of these three ladies improved their immensely to the young team. Sopho- But if they continue to improve they may
the right time to make their move. After times from last week's meet, the latter mores Susan O'Hare and Eva Shaw, both leave yet another meet pleased.
trailing for two miles, senior tri-captain
Charles Baker, '97, was the first to attack
and over the final three miles, he persisted and advanced to a second place
finish. In response to Baker's move, Eric
Lavigne, '98, Rob Johnson, '97, and Josh
Olson, '97, stepped it up a notch and respectively captured 6, 7, and 8'h place.
Close behind, in lllh place, was junior Ben
Appleyard, who captured the final scoring position.
Other contributors to this victory include freshman Andy Matick, with another strong performance, finishing 20th
in a field of 80 participants. Commenting on the race, Matick felt that the biggest factor was "the heat, which slowed
everyone down a little."
Baker felt that this race was an important one for the men, not so much for the
first place finish, but what was learned
from it. "This is the first race the men
really worked as a team. We established
a plan of action, to work together as a
pack, and stuck to it. We were able to
prove that this tactic was advantageous
to our team and gives us direction for fuLAURA BWCKWfLl
The Trinity Women Ruggers fought the good fight on Saturday, but suffered a loss to Southern
ture races." .Baker was also;-careful to
Connecticut. Above^tri-ea^airtfeaura N^cGoiigh,^97, beats a high tackle with the fire in her belly. , , \, .
point out that there were things they
need to watch out for in the future. "We
BV YOLANDA FLAMINO

. <

Men's Soccer 1-1 For Week

H & L Package Store
****
1.75 Liters****
Popov
$11.99
Jim Bean
Smirnoff $16.99
Old Crow
Finlandia $22.99
Capt. Morgan
Dubra
$9.99
Palo Viejo Rum
Windsor Canad, Seag 7, Calv Xtra

$18.99
$14.99
$19.99
$15.99
$14.99

****Beer Case****
Milwaukee Best - Bottles
$8.99*
Natural Light - Bottles
$10.99*
Babst Blue Ribbon - bar bottle
$8.99*
*Plus Tax and Deposit
****12 Pack Bottles****
Bass Ale •
$12.99*
Corona
$10.99*
Molson Golden, Molson Ice
$9.99*
* Plus Tax and Deposit
Ian Stone, '99, knocks the ball past a Bates
defender on his way to the goal.
t-ontiniu-d from Page24
'or i r.p v n u n d n o; the game, leaving
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Kegs and Party balls available

1
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MICRO BEERS - MIX ANY SIX FOR $7.99*
YOUR CHOICE FROM 40 VARIETIES
TJus Tax and Deposit

247-9138
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Senior Captain Rob Norton Plays Both Ways For Trinity
BY RYAN SAULNIER

Sports Writer

Trinity football captains are
always expected to make large
contributions to the team both
on and off the field. But Co-Captain Rob Norton's expectations
may be just a little bigger. You

ers in 1994.
With such high expectations,
some players might have difficulties dealing with the pressure of understanding not only
a complicated weekly defensive
game plan, but also the highly
complex "multi-flex" offense of
Don Miller. "I try not to think
about it. I'm just glad 1 have
more opportunities to help the
team".
Opportunity isn't always the
first experience a football player
has when becoming a Trinity
Bantam. Norton has always
been a versatile athlete, first as
a standout running back for the
Boston College High School
Eagles, followed by a postgraduate year at Worcester Academy
as a tight end.
But quickly after joining the
Trinity squad in 1993, Norton
saw that he was going to have
to wait his turn. Already playing his position was junior and
returning
starter
Greg
Broderick. Playing behind him
was a very talented sophomore
in Matt Difiore.
Faced with a logjam at tight
end, the coaches realized that
some changes had to be made to
get Norton on the field. In his
second year, he was moved primarily to defense where injuries
helped Norton get some valuable playing time at the Rover
position.
When he returned as a junior,
the coaches saw a great opportunity starting to present itself.
The possibility of having such
an offensive weapon at tight

see, the 6'2 2151b native of
Braintree, MA is starting at both
Tight End on offense and Outside Linebacker(Rover) on defense. This may not appear to be
big news, with professionals
such as Deion "Fulltime" Sanders of the Dallas Cowboys and
now Dale Carter of the Kansas
City Chiefs playing on the both
sides of the ball. But for
NESCAC standards, this is
news. Not since Jeff Wilner,
who started at both Tight End
and Defensive Tackle for the
Wesleyan Cardinals in 1993, has
a player made such a contribu•- tionrWilner ;wls1?uBsequeritly
signed by the Green Bay Pack- they also didn't want to lose an

WES SALEM

Senior Co-Captain Rob Norton gets ready for the Bates attack.

experienced player on the defensive side of the ball. Playing
both ways is a common phenomenon at the high school
ranks, but could a player handle
the physical nature of a full 60
minutes of college football?
Norton proved to be ready for
the challenge showing up for
camp in outstanding shape, setting the school record in the endurance shuttle run.
Opportunity was banging on
his door as the season began
with Norton starting at both
tight end and rover. But in the
opening game against the
White Mules of Colby thjit.door
first half Norton suffered a tear

of the anterior cruciate ligament in one of his knees, essentially ending his season. After
waiting so long and working so
hard, he was going to have to
wait again. The long road of rehabilitation awaited him.
Norton was able to return by the
end of the season, but it was
hard not to notice the brace he
wore on his left knee.
That was last season. Opportunity is knocking once again.
Norton enters this season much
like last season. He is starting at
both tight end and rover. Expectations are high. They may be
even higher as he and teammate
W\?e Poremba, '97, have' been
voted captains for the 1996 sea-

son.
When discussing the upcoming season, he handles the question with a great deal of
reserved confidence. "We have
a great opportunity. There are a
lot of good players. Not only
that, but I think we have great
chemistry led by a real close senior class. We're a real tight unit.
If we keep working hard, I don't
see any limit to our success."
The Bantams were successful
in their first challenge defeating
the Bates Bobcats last Saturday,
20-11. Their toughest competition should come this Saturday
in Williamstown, MA, as they
face off against the Eptt«ren<of
Williams College.

PIZZRPLUS
RESTRURHNT
Delivers Just For You
PIZZAS
Mozzarella
Onion
Pepper
Sausage
Hamburger
Meatballs....
Mushrooms
Bacon
Anchovies
Pepperoni
Olives
Eggplant.
Broccoli
Spinach
Combo of 2
Combo of 3
Combo of 4 . . .

••

".

..

Small
5.25
5.55
5.75
5.75
5.75
5.75
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
6.40
6.40
6.40
6.85
7.25

Large
10.00
10.60
11.00
11.00
11.00
11.00
11.50
11.50
11.50
11.50
11.50
11.50
12.30
12.30
12.30
13.20
14.00

GRINDERS
Cheese
Ham
Salami
Eggplant
Cappicola
Sausage
Meatball
Pastrami
Tuna Fish

Half
2.90
3.20
3.20
3.20
3.20
3.20
3.20
3.20
3.20

Full
4.90 Assorted
3.75
6.10 B.L.T.
3.20
6.10 Pepperoni
3.20
6.10 Turkey Breast
3.75
6.10 Roast Beef
3.75
6.10 Veal
3.75
6.10 Seafood
3.80
6.10 Turkey Club w/bac. 4.50
6.10 ChiekenParm.
4.50

527-7764
297 Washington Street, Hartford, CT
Restaurant hours: 11:00 AM - 11:00 PM
Delivery hours: 5:00 PM - .11:00 PM

! !TMs weeks special!!
Buy two large cheese pizzas and get one
large cheese pizza free
Mention this ad when you call

Greek Societies call for
large quantity deliveries!

6.80
6.10
6.10
6.80
6.80
6.80
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Rain Can't Slow Down Women's Tennis
BY LIZ ALEXANDER

Sports Writer

Parents Weekend ended this
year with a bang for the
women's tennis team. Their 6-3
win over Brandeis on Sunday
increased their record to 2-1.
Trinity stayed strong and didn't
let the aggressive play of the
Bostonians spoil their afternoon. The weather did dampen
things, forcing the teams into
the field house halfway through
their singles matches. The
doubles matches, however, were
completed before the rains
forced the teams indoors. Head
Coach Wendy Bartlett was excited to pull out the close win on
the Bantams' home court.
"Brandeis is a very tough school,
very tough. They are very competitive, very aggressive, they're
never gonna back down. They
could be down 6-0, 5-0, and
they will never back down. I
think we did a good job by holding our own and beating them."
The team's other match of the
week against Connecticut College was rained out last
Wednesday and has been rescheduled for September 26.
Brandeis, thirsty for a win as
always, traveled to Hartford for
the 10:00 am start last Sunday.
They lived up to their rowdy
reputation by displaying bad
court etiquette, which was disturbing to the Bants. At one
point, while in the field house,
all three courts were struggling

with disputes over line calls or
match scores, but most of the
Bantams came out on top.
The doubles was up first and
tensions were high. The first
doubles team of Erica Mann '99
and
Co-Captain
Katie
Reifenheiser '97 were challenged by Brandeis' Shana
Levinson and Daniela Klabin.
The game plan seemed to be to
hit the ball toward the net
player because of the aggressive
play displayed on both sides.
Mann and Reifenheiser did
come out on top, winning 8-5.
Co-Captain Carrie Birgbauer
'97 and her partner Megan
Hurley '00, playing in the #2
spot, were unsuccessful in their
attempt, losing 8-4. The #3
team of Erica Veysey '99 and
Caroline Hughes '00 blew their
opponents away 8-1. "This was
a really good win," stated Coach
Bartlett. " I think the most important thing for us was that we
went into the singles being up
2-1, because traditionally our
doubles has been the weaker
part of our game."
In singles play, #1 Birgbauer
put a real stamp on the team
win. Being the last player to finish is a tall order, because every
player, fan, and coach has their
eyes on you. Both Birgbauer and
her opponent, Levinson,
crushed almost every ball. The
winner of each point was usually decided by the strength of
the stroke. Both battled hard in
set one, but when it came down
to the tie-breaker, Birgbauer put

it away 7-4. She kept her cool in
the second set even though
Levinson had some pretty impressive shots. By being patient
and concentrating on getting
her first serve in play Birgbauer
finished off her opponent 6-2.
At #2, Reifenheiser had a tough
outing against a very impressive player from Brandeis.
Brandeis' Klabin took control
early, winning the first set 6-1.
Reifenheiser staged a comeback
in the second set, but eventually
fell 7-5.
After losing in doubles, #3
Hurley wanted to redeem herself in singles, but she ran into
Hall again, who made quick
work of Hurley, 6-0,6-1. Coming
off an impressive showing vs.
Amherst, where she pushed her
highly skilled opponent to a
third set before losing, #5 Amy
Friedman '99 used her consistent ground stokes and net play
to win easily 6-1,6-1. #6 Mann
continued her impressive play
this season with 6-1,6-0 victories. Co-Captain Birgbauer was
pleased with her team's showing today. "We played a great
match today. Everyone was really mentally tough, as
CARRIEROVBR
Brandeis was'extremely men- Senior captain Carrie Birgbauer crushes a
tally challenging. Our team is forehand in her winning match on Sunday.
very positive and this match "The reason I put them on the coming up. The team will make
adds to an awesome beginning schedule is because we do play up their match against Conof the season."
them in the New Englands. We necticut College at home on
Although Brandeis is not a always seem to meet up there Thursday at 3:00 pm. On Satmember of the NESCAC, Coach and I wanted the team to be urday, they will travel to WillBartlett thought it was impor- ready for that because they do iams College to face the Ephs.
tant to have them on their regu- display a different type of style." The match will get under way
The women have a busy week at 11:00.
lar match schedule this fall.

Week

VA/omenVSoccer
BY STOCKTON JACOBS

Sports Writer

The Trinity Women's Soccer
team is looking ahead to this
week's games, trying not to let
this past week hold them back.
The team suffered two frustrating losses this week against
Eastern Connecticut State University and Bates College.
Coach Maureen Pine feels that
the players learned where they
need work to improve as a team.
She hopes the team will be able
to smooth out the lumps before
this week's games against Con-

necticut College and Williams
College
On Thursday, the team found
a formidable opponent in Eastern. For the last couple of years,
these two teams have battled it
out only to walk home with a
tie. This year it seemed that the^.
game would end with the same.
result. The teams played a well
fought match, but an unlucky
goal against the Bantams sent
them home with their first lose.
"We played a defensive game
like we did against Amherst,"
said Coach Pine. In the end,
though, Eastern slipped one
passed goalie Colleen Kirby '99,

in her second game as the Trinity goalie. The game ended with
the Bantams losing 1-0.
Too bad for the Bantams their
parents didn't bring luck with
" them to Hartford, as they suffered their second straight loss,
5-0 on Saturday.against Bates.
"It was just one of those days,"
said Coach Pine. Everyone
watching would agree that it
really should not have been a 50 game.
The Bantams came out with
strong play from Captain
Alyson Guild'97, Paige Vbllmer
'99 and Shelley Lozier '99.
The Bantams controlled play

for the first 10 minutes of play. Bantams. The second half
Guild and Lozier created a nice brought three more goals for
chance with a combo that sent Bates, which put the game out
the ball just over the crossbar In of reach.
the twelfth minute, a quick
With only one senior and one
turn-around by Bates, left an junior in the starting lineup,
unmarked Bobcat forward open and three or four freshmen in
at the 18 yard line to send the the defense, the team is young
ball flying into the left side of this year. "But," Coach Pine said,
the net. Bates scored again with "it is not a time for excuses,"
seven minutes left in the first They know what they have to
half. Kirby made the initial save, do and this week is the time to
but the ball came loose, and a do it."
Bates player was there to put it
The Bantams have a big week
away.
ahead. On Wednesday, they
The second half began again will host the Camels of Conwith great intensity and desire necticut College, then they will
by the Bantams with a couple travel to Williamstown on Satgreat opportunities at the three urday to face the Lady Ephs of
and seven minute marks The Williams College.
ball just wouldn't go in for the

Volleyball Starts Strong

Shelley Lozier, '99, slides to knock the ball away from a Bates player.

WES SALEM

continued from page 24
teen aces and ten digs. This is
that Vandermeer equates with the second straight impressive
"the QB of a volleyball team," showing after Chin put in a
is even more optimistic, strong performance in the
Ubides, a. member of the 1994 Bantams' preseason victory
team that finished 13-16, says over the Lyons of Mount
she expects the winning per- Hoi yoke College. Chin says she
centage to rise considerably is accustomed to the tournaabove ,500. The captain, who men r style she is experiencing
was a second team All-New at Trinity.
England selection as a sophcr
With the first tournament
more,-says the inactivity of behind them, Ehe Trinity Vol1995 has left her "more hungry leyball leam opens up conferto come out and do well this ence play this Saturday when
year." Ubides is "very, very op- they travel to Northern
timistic, of what's to come" tor Massachussets for the Will1996, citing the willingness of iams Tournament. In the comthe freshmen to leam the sys- petitive NESCAC, Vandermeer
tem at Trinity.
cites Williams College as one
One freshman who has been " of the best teams in the conferparticularly successful thus far enc<? Should Trinit" mef up
is Sracey Chin, - Coach •Mill t h e 1 uiv l.pi •« •[ V,1 'J
v-indermeer called Chin "our : r n - , ,i >i.lLpi i v i . tru% IOU 1 p
" Mor leader for the day" at ' alt i.r<\"! 'ia[.iams w i t h OIIP r>:
B: .indeis, as the freshman out- t h e n if»uj,r«:if <
ride hitter excelled with four- i hi* W /(> season
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Football Team Starts Off Slow; Squeaks By Bobcats
BY MIKE WEINER

Sports Writer

On a warm and sunny Saturday afternoon, the Trinity Bantams football team
kicked off their 112th season, against the
Bates Bobcats. The Bantams entered the
game hoping to extend some currently
held streaks. Not only was this team attempting to continue the legacy of years
past, in making this the 17th consecutive
winning season, but also on the line was

pass play and convert a 34 yard field goal.
The field goal would be all they could
muster against the Bantams defense until late in the fourth quarter.
The Bantams offense, in contrast to
that of Bates quick strike attacks, used
favorable field possession to score their
only points of the first half. After a 16
yard punt return and a 10 yard run, both
by Raymond Jones '97, quarterback Joe
Mullaney '98 (6-12 for 85 yards and 1TD),
hit halfback Tom Kaija '98 over the
middle for an 18 yard touchdown pass.

"We will improve. We have a young team and I was
pleased. It was good for us to be challenged and still
win. We hung together and this game went down to
the wire."
-Head Coach Don Miller
a six-game winning streak from last year
and a current 10 game win streak against
Bates. Obviously, the Bantams had a
little extra pressure put on them, in this,
their first game of the year. Playing in
front of a crowd of over 5,000 the Bantams were attempting to continue the
tradition of home field dominance upon
which they had a current 3 game win
streak and are 18-1-1 in their last 20 home
games.
On paper the Bantams looked to have
a large advantage over the Bobcats. Trinity was coming off a 6-2 season, having
won their last 6 in a row. On the opposite side of the spectrum was Bates coming off a 1-7 season, in which their only
win, against Bowdoin, broke a previous
37 game losing streak. However, things
don't always turn out as they should, especially in football.
Bates began the game looking fairly
solid running the ball on offense, with
an occasional pass. Yet, included in their
first two drives was an amazing total,of..
seven penalties, which effectively stalled
the first drive. On Bates' second drive,
they were able to complete a big 39 yard

After a halftime lead of only 7-3, the
Bantams seemed to come out energized
to begin the second half. Jones took the
second half kickof f down to the Bates 30
yard line with a 64 yard kickoff return.
The Bantams dominated the battle of
field position in the third quarter, keeping the Bobcats offense pinned deep
whenever they had the ball. On offense,
the Bantams were able to capitalize on
another big return by Jones, a 34 yard
punt return to the Bobcats 4 yard line.
From the four, it took the Bantams and
Jones two plays as he plunged into the
end zone after a three yard run.
Realizing that the Trinity defense was
stuffing out the run and time was running out, Bates changed to a more pass
oriented offense for the second half. The
results covered both extremes of the
spectrum. Late in the third quarter, Bates
quarterback Dan Hooley '97, was intercepted around midfield by Bantam
safety Chris Slawsky '97. But late in the
fourth, quarter he gQt.M5,xeye.Uge,-The,.
Bantams defense, while playing a solid
game throughout three and a half quarters, allowing only three points, showed

ALEX CUKOR

Ray Jones, '97, does his best to get past
the Bates defender on Saturday.

its susceptibility to the long pass late in
the game. Hooley completed four passes
of 30 yards or more on the Bantams defense, with a 46 yard completion late in
the fourth quarter, which led to a touchdown and the ensuing two point conversion. At this point, with 3:38 remaining
in the contest, the Bantams lead was cut
to 13-11. But the Bantams offense rose to
the challenge. After recovering Bates
onside kick attempt, Trinity marched
down the field, and with 12 seconds remaining, sealed away a victory and 1-0
record with Jones' second touchdown of
the day, a five yard run. For the day, Jones
gained 86 yards onj.4runs and amassed
208 all purpose yards.
Trinity's 20-11 victory over Bates allowed the Bantams to continue their

now 7 game overall streak and 4 game
home field winning streak. Next up for
the Bantams is Williams on Saturday in
Williamstown, MA. Williams, a classic
rival, will be, as co-captain Mike
Poremba '97 stated, "a real test". The Bantams will be looking for revenge from
last year, when Williams was able to defeat Trinity on its home field. But for now
the Bantams must be content with their
effort against Bates and get prepared for
Williams next week. As Head Coac.li
Don Miller commented on his teams effort against Bates, "We will improve. We
have a young team and I was pleased. It
was good for us to be challengedan,d still
win. We hung together and this game
went down to the wire. They gave us
quite a game."

Undefeated Week For Field Hockej
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THIS WEEK College View Cafe Weekly
IN BANTAM Trivia Contest
Wednesday, September 25
WOMEN'S SOCCER VS. CONN
COLLEGE, 3:30
Thursday, Spetember 26
WOMEN'S TENNIS VS. CONN
COLLEGE, 3:00
FIELD HOCKEY VS. MOUNT
HOLYOKE, 4:00
Saturday, September 28
Field Hockey at Williams, 11:00
Women's Tennis at Williams, 11:00
Men's Soccer at Williams, 12:30
Women's Soccer at Williams, 11:00
Women's Volleyball at Williams
Tournament, 11:00
Men's Golf NESCAC at
Middlebury
Football at Williams, 1:30
Sunday. September 29
Varsity Crew at Textile Regatta

Rules: The first person to answer all five
trivia questions correctly and leave a voice
mail at The Tripod x2589 wins a pitcher of
Beast from the View.
1. What former Heisman Trophy winner is
now playing in the NBA?
2. Who came from behind in the final round
to win this year's Master's Golf
Tournament?
3. What NFL team has won the most Super
Bowls?
4. What NHL has won the most Stanley
Cups?
5. What Major League Baseball player hit
his 500th career home run this season?
Congratulations to James Cailaghan '98 for winning last week's
contest.

GOLF-RESULTS!
I FOOTBALL VS. BATES
20-11, W
MEN'S SOCCER VS. BATES
2-1, W
FIELD HOCKEY VS. BATES
5-0, W
WOMEN'S SOCCER VS. BATES 0-5, L
TENNIS VS. BRANDEIS
6-3, W
| CROSS COUNTRY AT VASSAR
MEN: FIRST PLACE
WOMEN: FIRST PL ACE
I VOLEYBALL AT BRANDEIS
VS. BRANDEIS
1-3, L
VS.FRAMINGHAMST.
3-0, W
I VS. ST. JOSEPH'S (ME)
3-1, W

I AT WILLIAMS INVITATIONAL
September 21-22
132. Kevin Donovan '97
44. Chris Sheehan '97
52. Dan Weinberg '99
64. Mike Burns'98
71. Brady Jensen '97

86-76-162
88-78-1661
83-85-1681
87-84-171
95-79-174

BANTAM FOOTBALL
ON THEAtRH

LISTEN TO ALL
THE ACTION ON
893 WRTC

Trinity finished 10th out of 20 teams

College VieW Cafe
SAVE $6.50 AT THE VIEW
|jory Waldman '97|

$10 WITH COUPON

2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse

GOOD FROM NOON UNTIL CLOSING, ID REQUIRED

Tuesdays $4 Pitchers*

Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers*
*=Mil'sBest

In Thursdays Field Hockey
game
against
Elms,
Walkman tied a Trinity
record for assists in a
game. Her four assists
equaled the mark set by
Lexi Rice in 1991 Waldman
also scored two goals in the
game.
On Saturday
Waldman had two goals
and two assists to lead the
Bantams past Bates.
Congratulations Jory!!!
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Field Hockey Team Outscores Opponents, 14-1
By AMANDA TUCKER

Sports Writer

The Trinity field hockey
started their season later than
their other opponents, but the
lack of competition did not hold
the Bantams back this week as
they won their first two games
by a combined score of 14-1.
On Thursday, the team traveled to Elms College for their
first game of the season. It was
a game that the team was confident they would win, but did
not expect to win by the score
of 9-1. In a game where seven
different players scored and everyone but one goalie played, it
was a great opening to the season. Ashleigh Bischoff '98 and
Jory Waldman '97 both had two
goals apiece while Anna
Norland '98, Amanda Tucker
'98, Kate Leonard '99, Nancy
Dwyer '99,and Camilla Love '99
each scored one. With four assists, Waldman tied the school
record for assists in a game.
The Bantams worked hard
LAURA BLACKWELL
Camilla Love '99 races past a Bobcat defender on her way to netting a goal.
throughout the Elms game in
order to prepare for their
tougher opponent, Bates, on on Friday the team practiced , overtime last year up in Maine ents and fans. Those who came
"*
agh^-JKerejaffiLdisappointed as the
Patents'Weekend.Tb.e.Bantams1
game. The team came out ex- Bantams shut out Bates, 5-0.
only problem throughout their defense played very well.
Trinity had beaten Bates in cited to play well for their par- Waldman again scored two
first game was their defense, so

goals and had two assists.
Norland and Love added one
goal apiece. Leonard had a goal
which was scored off of a penalty corner off of a pass from
Waldman. Leonard has already
stepped up big for the team and
looks to be a scoring threat, especially on the corners.
Coach Robin Sheppard is impressed with the team because,
"people are doing things already
in the beginning of the season
that sometimes do not come
until midway through the season, which can only help us."
The attitude and support
from both on and off of the field
is extraordinary. This can only
help the team which is essentially a young one. Most of the
players are underclassmen and
many played on the J V team last
year. A lot of leadership and
great play is coming from the
four seniors, co-captains Jenny
Dakin and Kearney Harrington,
as well as Waldman and Katie
Altshul.
Altshul commented that the
team's offensive surge isliAyJe
surprising. The team did have
problems scoring last year so to
see the numbers the team has
already put up looks favorable
for the rest of the season.
see Field Hockey page 22

Men's Soccer Splits Week Promising Return

Women's Volley all

BY PETER RHOADS

Coming off an undefeated
week, the Trinity Men's soccer
team was primed for two big
games against Salve Regina on
Thursday and Bates on Saturday. Trinity played excellent
soccer this week in three out of
four halves and came out with
an overall record of 1-1 for the
week.
Against Salve Regina on
Thursday, the Bantams came
out with great intensity. They
moved the ball with authority,
dominating the early minutes.
The Bantams controlled the ball
from the opening whistle, making great runs, and ending up
with a plethora of opportunities. Although Trinity dominated the first half, they came
up with only one goal. Captain
Mark Salafia '97 finished off a
penalty shot making the score
1-0. This score did not last long
as Salve Regina capitalized on a
penalty shot of their own. With
twenty second left in the first
half, a Trinity defender made an
ill advised tackle in the box, giving Salve Regina the opportunity that had eluded them all
game. This one fateful goal was
the difference in the game. As
Salve Regina came out of halftime with renewed confidence,
it appeared that the same goal
had deflated the Bantams.
Coming out of halftime the
Bantams did not appear in
synch and had trouble putting
together offensive runs. After a

,1996 season. The Bantams
f&Bf8Sa;t& first two sets, 157
f&Bf8Sat&
15-7
Sports Writer
and 15-12, against St. Joseph's
College of Maine. After dropIn their first competitive ping the third set, Trinity
matches in two years, the Trin- sealed the victory 16-14 to imi College Volleyball Team prove to 1-1 on the day. The
went 2-1 in a successful tour- success of the second match
nament at Brandeis University continued into the final challast Saturday. After falling to lenge of the day versus
Brandeis, three sets to one (1- Framingham State. The Ban15,15-13,7-15,1,2-15), the Ban- tams won convincingly in
tams bounced back to defeat straight sets, allowing
St Joseph's College of Maine, Framingham to score only 12
three $ets to one (15-7,1542,8- points total in the entire
15,16-14) and Fraxningham match.
State of Massachusetts, three
The 2-1 opening tournasets to none (15-2,15-6,15-4).
ment was an impressive beDue to a lack of available ginning to a season that will
players in 1995, the Bantams see a lot of newcomers to Trindecided not to compete last ity Volleyball Fourteen of the
year for fear of having to with- sixteen players are freshmen or
draw midway through the sea- sophomores, meaning they
son. However, with, an influx had their first experience playof young players and a new ing competitively for Trinity
coach, Fran Vandermeer, Trin- this weekend. Because of the
ity i& optimistic about a suc- team's inexperience, Coach
cessful 1996 season. The solid Vandermeer stressed the imperformance at Brandeis this portance of the early part of
weekend should bolster that this season, "We need to really
optimism,
;
work hard in the first three
The first regular season weeks of the Season," stated the
ma tch for Fran Vandermeer as coach at a practice before last
coach of the Bantams got off to week's
tournament.
a rocky start as the Trinity Va ridermeer says a season
dropped the first- set 1-15 to where the Bantams.are"immetournament host, Brandeis. diately competitive with our
However, Trinity quicMy: re- NESCAC opponents" and have
grouped and. took the second a record around .500 would be
secl5-l3before losing the next • welcome for the young protwo, 7-15 and 12-15,
gram.
; '
s
'• Despite the opening loss, , Senior Captain Maritza
Trinity would not have to wait Ubides;, who plays at a position
long to get their first win of. the'
see Volleyball page 21
*&toii

Sports Writer

Captain Marc Salafia '97 uses his body to shield
the ball away from a Salve Regina defender.

perfectly placed head ball and
a rocket of a shot, Salve Regina
went up 3-1. After the Salve
Regina offensive onslaught, the
Bantams appeared sluggish and
lacked intensity. Sparking the
offense was the senior leadership of Chris Lui. When the
Bantams appeared to be beaten,
Lui capitalized on an offensive
opportunity, placing a shot just
out of the keeper's hands. Although Lui's goal revitalized the
Bantam team, it was too late
and the suddenly aggressive
Bants could not tie the game up
and ended up losing, 3-2.
As Parents' Weekend rolled in
and the team laced up for their
game versus Bates, there was
confidence in the air. When

GUS ELLISON

asked what the chances were
against Bates, captain Jon Freeman '98 responded, "Although
we did not play our best game
on Thursday, the team looks focused and we should have a
good chance to win come Saturday." Freeman's words seemed
prophetic as the Bantams
played an inspired game versus
Bates that culminated in a 2-1
victory. The Bant's first tally
came from forward Frank Taylor, who beat three Bates defenders and finished off the goal
by slipping it past the Bates
keeper. Although Trinity had an
impressive goal early on, the
game was tied going into the
last ten minutes. After the
see Men's Soccer page 19

